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1 IKTOOI-UvTIOB

The main part of this work is devoted to a study of the

crystal and ssclecular structure® Of two polycyclic organic compound©.

A preliminary account of the otructure of the first,

1 .S.eyelopentenophemnthrene, was given at the Third International

Congress of Crystallography in i'ari* in 1954* This compound is ©f

importance as the basic structure contained in many substances which

exhibit strong biological action. These include the sterols, the

bile acids, the sex heron nee, the toad poisons and the plant

giuoesidee, all of which are derived from 1.Stcyciopentenophonantkrer®

by substitution, at certain preferred positions, of hydroxy! or

quincus ^roui« or of carbon chains of varying length* l-orae positions

at which substitutions frequently occur are numbered 5* 10, 13 in

fig. 2.
- v- V*^

The second compound, 1 •t*5»d»dibe.n»anthraquinone, is of

interest as a ssetaber of the 1 .2.ben*a»ti»ra©«ne family of compounds

many of which, notably 1 •2»5*d«dibensanthJraoene and 20. .wethy Icholanthrone

are powerful carcinogens. It is not itself fturcinofonio, the potency

of 1.2.5*d.dibena&isthrai:em apparently having t-een destroyed by the

substitution of oxygen atom® in the 9 and 10 positions* There is

clearly scope for detailed comparison of these structures when the

limits of cryetaUogrsiphi© refinement have been reached.

The biological activity of this type of compound has been

related in a general way to properties of the electron density

*.
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hydrocarbons related to anthracene* IV© conditions for (greatest

potency emerge* iratly the region surrounding carbon positions

3 and 4 in the anthracene nucleus should have a high eleetren density*

It may he noted that with suitable additions to the molecule as for

example in 1 *a.berjtanthrccene this region becomes & £ region*

ieoon&ly the electron density in the region of the noso positions 9

eat! 10, the h region, should he low* The first condition approximates

to that suggested for phensntkrene* Ho condition comparable to the

second, has been suggested for phsnantbreae*

Beturnlfig briefly to 1*2.5*6»dibensanlkr&aene! and the 9*10

quiaonei it is nee clear that the substitution has occurred at the

sensitive 1> region and since two oxygen atoms have taken the place

of two hydrogen atoms it is to be expeoted that the total charge on

the region will have Increased* The loss of oarcino enic activity

ia therefore in accordance with prediction.

It seem then that, despite various exceptions end qualification!:,

an index, If not a primary cause, of biological activity is to be

sought in sorjo peculiarity of the K region of the molecule and in the

h region if such exists* Since this peculiarity will inevitably be

electronic in nature it should emerge or at least bo extractable from

an experimental plot of the molecular electron density if only

sufficiently accurate data are available and computing techniques of

sufficient sophistication can be brought to bear* The latter
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Uystessatto absences fro® the observed reflexl<am are used to .-leduce

the internal srreiigeBsents of the ssywwelrle units arid eo the apeoe

group Into which tha structure falls. htatistieal treatment of the

intensity data Is scaetliMMl necessary to decide whether or net the

structure h&e a centre of eycaaetsy*

The true intensity, tltist is, the measured intensity corrected

for polarisation sad for gecaetrioal factors connected with the ©sane

of roccrdirc end placed on an absolute scale, depends on the fine

structure of the cell content©, that Is on the electron density

distribution* The square root of the true intensity is the structure

factor P(fafcl) the coefficient of the Fourier series for p(xyz) the

electron density. Thus

pCay®) - ~ | F(hkl) erp )
o

so that the latter is in principle determinable. Unfortunately there

ia no naean© of deciding whether to use the positive or the negative

square root of any particular intensity so that the sussaatlcn cannot

be performed at once. It is necessary therefore to deduce the sign

or, tsere generally, the phase of f(hkl) by indirect mans.

structure factors for a trial etructure tm$ b© calculated frera

the expression

f(hkl) - | f exp - ♦ i2i + Jbt )
r.i y b o '

where yr Sj,) ere the coordinates of the rth atom and fr is the

scattering factor depending on atom type and angle of reflexion.
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These cr® compared with the observed structure factors. When a

manure cf ©gresneofc between observed and calculated factors he® Wen

obtained for the larger values the sumtmtien for p(xyc) saay be

per?ors»d uein observed F(hkl)*e coebined with calculated phases where

the latter are reasonably certain. If tho trial structure le a

reasonable approximation to the true on© the Fourier synthesis will

enable a better set of oocrdimteo to be obtained and the result will

be improved agreement between observed and calculated ©tructure

factor© and ©ere usable phases for the next synthesis. "hen the

trial structure ha© been shown capable of refinesent in thi© way the

cryat/al structure say be considered solved* This process ie normally

carried out in two dimensions only, the electron density rap produced

being- the pro, "ties of the contents of the unit cell onto one of its

faces* It io possible to do this using: only F(hkl)*8 with on® index

aero e*&* the projection on the (014 face is produced fro® the(hOl)

struoture factors, thereby effecting a groat saving in calculation tine*

Fro® two projectiona all three coordinates of the atcjas are obtainable

although the accuracy is sometimes United by making between

mlgfcbouring ©oloculee*

The problem retaining is that of obtaining the beet possible

atonic coordinates* The criterion of accuracy adopted ie the
si*V~ vreliability index K « ,V''"i where F and F are the observed

and calculated structure factors* bethode of reducing I, tensed
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reeerwtilom are m&HUuaey tfern efttiaatiug; the 8leHifios»c© of ob&erwd

deviations fare® uriforiaity. Thus, referring: to 1 * 2. cyelopentanoplwm-

ejlthre&ft we rind that m apparent twlat of the s«le©ule about it#

looc sxia (fig* 13} would he regarded &e highly eignifioiafc cm the old

criteria but barely 00 on the new. On the other hand the nen-^lamrity

©f the pesteoe ring la efficiently proneuneed t© be beyond doubt.
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XI

The following ie a brief cetalocue of the equipment used during

the -curs© of the present research#

fr-"aar Genernt- r

fhta was imtgmi and tmlit as a ^preliminary to the main research

pro^rsrsasf. The generating equipment mm housed in a "UncMm* fmmmmmk

for ease of construction# Controls, instruments, warning lights and

fuses wore mounted in a vertical aluminium panel. ?h« counting,

supplied by the «ah»r», for the x-ray tub© itself wan eerewad to the

mild steel top of the housing which also carried the crystal geaieaetero#

Kirk tension supplies were led from the middle of the back of the

housing to the of the x~r«y tubs ssountin<g by a heavily insulated

cable# The x-ray tube used w&e of the type Mailer MC $0/Cn4T, a sealed

tube with copper anode# Pour windows were available# The two

normally used pave pencil-shaped beam of x-rays# The regaining two

cave strap-shaped, beats* one of which was occasionally used with needle-

shaped oryetale# -The output, tOmA at iB&Y was sufficient for neat

purposes# The circuit dlagrs% shown in fie# 1, is self explanatory#

Other x-ray generators used when beau® of higher intensity wexo

required were the Phillips sealed tube type and the Metropolitan

Viefcere 'JSaytaax*, with, demountable oontinuously evacuated tube,

modified to incorporate a rotating anode#
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Two models* cm built at loads University and the other at

Cajt&ridgs by Unicar. Irotrumente ltd*, were used to obtain r-ray

diffraction data for 1 >2*cyclopentenophezs&nthre»e and 1*2*p»6 .dibons-

snthraquin ,r«e. The film is mounted in a cylindrical holder which sit®

with its axis coincident with the axis of rotation of the crystal on

the goniometer arcs* The film holder move® parallel to this axis

while the crystal rotates, the two motions being geared so that t era.

travel corresponds to 2° rotation. Opaque screens shield the film

from all reflexions but those of the equatorial layer line. These

are spread over the entire film in a manner which makes for easy

identification of all reflexions. Other layer lineo may bo obtained

by inclining axis of rotation to the x-ray beam and adjusting the

screens accordingly*

The Unlearn oscillation goniossster was also used. In this

machine the crystal am be oscillated through S** 10° or 15° by mans'

of a bssrt-sh&pod em or rotated continuously* ..oflex tone are

collected on a stationary film in a cylindrical holder coaxial with

the rotation of the crystal*

The Instrument used is an enlarged version of the original model

described by Bragg (5)# It is designed to sum up to 24 terms of the

type coe2-^ commonly met with in structure factor formulae#
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levelling eorow in the base since movement of the central scales was

occoelcr<ally found to alter tho balance joint slightly.

This vac used for the most accurate calculations of structure

factors an.: for csuoh general work. bunsatioae of the for® a.b

and a4" are performed quickly and easily while a.b.o end ~ . ~r . . •

are possible.

Also used wore a National t&sh ting,later adding machine» an

•Aadaaeter* adding &achinet an Olivetti 'hiviousa;®.' and a 'Fecit* hand

calculator*

ne£

fhia ixsetrujsent is designed far the accurate comparison of

photographic densities on exposed film. the film is held between

dust* and,, scratch-free glees plates on a horizontal frame which can be

moved at will in its own plane. Vernier scales give accurate distance

xeaeuresnents if required. a parallel beam of light passes through

the film and ie refracted into the variable slit mouth of & photo¬

electric cell* A viewing attachment enables the portion of the film

t© be measured to be seen on a large socle* The image ie deflected

onto the slit of the photocell when the shutter is opened for

saeesmnuext't. Hie photoelectric current is detected by a conventional

galvanometer. The moving mirror is engraved with a linear seal©

which is projected, greatly magnified, onto the back surface of the
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IMNWS of & convenient viewing attacbzseiit.

Wwb oca^parine diffraction spots o eiJail&r shape sad intensity

it wis found Mifficieivtly accurate to tcu.e readings screes the profiles

at (say) 0.05 sat intervale eu.il to plot the profiles on graph paper

using the relet ion,

density » -K log (scale, reading)#
Sufficient readings for the background density close to the spots mro

taken to average out variations due to the largs grain else of the fast

x-ray filia ueed. flth the background >. ensity subtracted the constant

X vanishes and the areas under the curves, or even siaply their

jaaxiaass values, are directly comparable*

The Seevers-SiPBca StrlPS (6)

The ?cevsrs-i.ipson Stripe ere tables of sine® and cosines, of the

forft Fulistn^ , designed to simplify the calculation of Fourier
syntheses*
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Ill (1) 1.2.oyelopentenophemnthrane 8.JL^

The crystal structure of 1 .S.oyolopootompfeemnthrorio was

first studied by Bern&l and Crowfoot (?) and by Ib&Xl (8) in 1935.

A cfaoiee of several Eonociinic unit colls is possible. ffeB non

primitive unit cell Originally ahouen was eugf.osted by a comparison

of the unique ]> axis x-ray diffraction pattern with the equivalent

diffraction pattern of ctrysere, the structure of which was

determined by Iball ($) in 1934. *h» comparison is detailed in

lection HI (li).

?<ith the unit cell so chosen the space group is designated

E21 /c and the cell dissensions are
a - 18.35 - .05 5?
b - 5.869 X ,002 t 0 mi 114.3 - 0.1°
0 « 23.?0O X .005 t

These values were obtained by graphical extrapolation tc 6 « 90°
from high angle reflexion© on equatorial layer line photographs (10).

Moving fil» x-ray photographs were taken by rotation of the crystal

about the three axes of the cell and about the [lui] and [idT] axes.

Hairing# observed are

hkl h + 1 odd

Okl 1 odd

h01 fa or 1 odd

hkO fa odd

OkO k odd
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Itda unit cell mw used during the solution and met of the

refinement of the etructutat but in tins later stages of the work. it

me decided to ak&nge to a primitive unit cell, when the sp&ee group

ia P2j/a, in order to facilitate future refinement on a digital
computer. the cell diraemtone then are

a • 18*35 £ .05 £
b « 5*869 * .002 f jl • 142.5 » 0*1°
0 * 1T*73 - .03 %

Halving* observed are

hkl mm

bOl h odd

OkO k odd

The new Miller indices are obtained from the old ones by the

iransforMfttion

h* » h

k* » k

where the prices indicate the new indices.

'Use crystal density Kseasured by a flotation method is 1.23

per oe^ at 20°C (8) giving 8 sad 4 molecules per unit cell for the

respective unit cells. the volume of the new cell is 1163.4 and

F(000) the number of electrons in the unit cell is 464. The crystal

shews the forjse {oto} (pOl] {101 } (gOI^.
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IS.

ooap&rison of exposure tinea* The structure faster# Of tb© aero

layer 11m were cri.<;ts«lly scaled by sastam of Wilson's statistical

method (14}« ?b® scale was later adjusted by comparison with the

calculated values* Tfe© scales found for the layer 11ms by the two

methods agreed to within about 5^# oa«Sfe#tlanf that oither could have

been used alone with equal confidence*

Two-dissmion&l structure faotors axe given In Table ?•
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neximm refractive index made m angle of 6° with the c axle (Bermi

and Crowfoot). The outerooot group© of strong reflexions are from

planes coinciding roughly with the direction and spacing of bciizene ring

Bonds. Brum those group® the approximate shapes, in projection, of

the benzene rings -were comtruoted and found to bo almost identical in

the two structures. The orientation of the rircs so obtained wast—

©no princ ipal diagonal making an angle of <5° to the e axis and lying

in the first qa-.drant of the (GIG) plane, and the plane of the ring

tilted about this diagonal 60° out of the (010) plane. The diagonal

coincided with the long axis of tb© molecule.

frota the foregoing oossideratione it was evident that the b axis

projection® would bo very aircilar. In fa«* with J .S.oyelopenteno-

pbenanthreno in the space group S21/o and ekxysene in the space group

12/o the oelle also were found to be closely. similar in else suae*, shape

and packing of the molecules except that fcr chrysene the j| axis was

halved nd a double cell had t© be used for comparison. Although in

1 *2.earelcpent^sophonanthrene the molecules are in general positions,

the similarity to ohryoece indicated that they were almost equally

spaced along the jg. axle, the separation being js or 4*6 &, agreeing:
well with the spacing obtained from the fringe system. The spacing

was confirmed by the great strength of the (400; reflexion, ©bowing

that & large proportion of the scattering matter lay in that plane,

and by the apparently complete absence of the (200) reflexion.
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Tho prosen00 of a weak (600) reflexion shows that the halving of the

(200) plane Is not exact.

A study of the j| axis reciprocal lattice# £fl#» 4) revealed the

MM qualitative similarity as for the £ axis* In both structures the

great strength of the (050) reflexion gave the orientation of the

bensene ring and so the direction of the long axis of the molecule to

within a degree or so* Ths reaainine groups defining: the bensene ring

are clearer in cbryseno than in J *2*eycl©yent©nophena»threae* This ie

a measure of the greater jsyffisatry of the former structure since the

molecules are situated at centres of nyiasetxy and only two overlap in

projection* In 1 *2.cycdcpenter4sptemnthrene the esoleculee are

slightly displaced fro® the centres of ayarsetry of the projection and

four molecules overlap* So useful information was obtained from

Fourier syntheses on this projection whereas the ehryeene structure was

partly determined in this way (Iball, 1934)*

The structure of 1*2. oyelopontewptenanthrene postulated by

Iball on the betels of this comparison has been confirmed in lie ts&jor

details* As predicted the £ axis projections of the two structures

are very ?such alike (fig* 5)* The Fourier projection of ehrysene is

due to Sr.S.IJ. Burns. ^hile the J, axis projections are not directly

comparable for the roaeens mentioned, refinement of the y coordinates

from otter projections has left no doubt that the molecule# are

similarly oriented here also*

It ie clear fro« this comparison that such similarities in



 



diffraction patterns os have beer, mentioned necessarily imply at

least a measure of sia&larity i» the underlying structures and that

the inforjaction obtainable free them caw be of great help its the

solution of om structure if the other has been deterrained#

do©© properties of the weighted reciprocal lattices of polycyolio

aromatic compounds are of interest# They depend on the eyweetJey In

projection of the bensena ring# The use off the outer groups of strong

reflexions in the fixing of the orientation of the benesns rings has

already been mentioned* These groups consist of reflexions fro® planes

corresponding to the ©pacings between rows of atoms in the molecules*

In compounds composed of bensone ring© the rows are parallel to the

ring; bonds with & spaaing of half the width of the ring (fig. 6(a))*

If the ring is tilted out of the plum of projection the rows are

closer together in projection an), the corresponding reflexions appear

at higher angle** The inner Unit for these groups is given by the

reciprocal of the internal radius of the heroes© ring i.e£*8£ ^**1 (15)*

The inner groups of intense reflexions also have hexagonal eyraetry and

correspond to ths spacing between the sigsag rows of stems formed when

two or more rings arc placed side by side (fig* 6(b))* The groups

are naturally mere diffuse than those of the bensane oirole. These

planus are of sidsar ©pacing than the benseae ring bonds so that the

reflexions from the® appear closer to the origin titan the bsnsene group**

It can be shown SBftlytieally that the 'centres of gravity* of these
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111 U**) ^m s>f ,*M, F?^T oMmta
PKTO^,9 «ol*cmlar structures

Although the structure of 1.2.cyolopentenophenanthrens

postulated from the comparison with chrysene was subsequently shown

to be a close approximation to the truth, some preliminary

calculations on that basis produced only limited agreement between

observed and calculated structure factors and the b, axis Fourier

projeotion calculated with the sins so obtained was unrecognisable.

Bather than spend longer on such calculations It was decided to apply

the Fourier Transform method (16-21) to the problem. This Is a

systematic method of comparing observed and calculated structure

factors which requires very little computation so that a series of

trial structures can be tested very rapidly# An account of the theory

underlying the method will now be given.

A polyoyclio aromatic hydrocarbon, of which 1.Z.cyolopentcno-

phenanthrene is a particular example may be ^represented as a plane

structure consisting of regular hexagons of side 1.41 Other types

of ring such as the pontons ring and added groups such as quinone and

methyl groups may be idealised for the purposes of calculation as

parts of such regular hexagons. v.hen this la done the coordinates of

all the atoms in the molecule my be referred to the centre of the

molecule as origin and a set of suitably chosen rectangular axes in

terms of multiples of short distances, say r, s sue t, parallel to
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these n«6< Xf the molecule possesses a© centre of symmetry an

origin of cXKsrdimtee ie dNwe«B oo tb.it &© raey poises of atosaa m

po»»ible are oentreeySMStrio&lly related* Vbta, like the idealisation

of the wleoulsr structure ie designed to eistplii'y- colcuistion*

The F©vu ier transfers of the iseleculs, or Molecular transform in then

given by

Tg(m) - f ,**» 2( itvx * V * *r^
tin etm being tauen over tbe N ntoaw of the molecule with integral

coordirates (u v. i» }, which arc expressed in units of r, s and tr r ?

respectivery. The points (XT&) occur on a lattice of spacing*

p» ~y «j» which ie ccomparable to the normal reciprocal lattice though the
axes chosen are arbitrary* In fact, since a planar molecule is being

considered it is possible to mktt the Z rxis perpendicular to the

plane of the molecule when all w^ become xero and the funotion is
independent of £#

hiaca Ty, consists of a real and an imaginary pert for a non
controsyssaetrie soleeule it will usually be necessary to evaluate the

two parte separately ami combine their values at any point (XT) as

rsquired. The function© are periodic and »ay be evaluated in the

for® (jf contour caps by earn of the Beevere-lipeer. stripe (6)#

Although the for® of the contour r.aape will depend om the rolecular

origin and axes chosen, the modulus T^ is unique for any set of point©
chosen to represent the structure* It regain© to correlate this
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function with the observed distribution of structure factors over

the actual reciprocal lattice of the crystal structure under

limit igaticn#

If the position of the previously solooted centre of the

molecule relative to the origin and axes of the unit cell is

represented by (a, 0, .) and the coordinates of the atoms relative

to the centre of the raolecule and the oell axes by (u£, vj, *r^) the

;eral etructtare factor ferwnla my be written

F(hkl) * £ f (bkl)exp2wi[h(uj. * u) ♦ k(uj 4 $) ♦ l(w^ 4- Y)1
T'i **

or^^} m exp£si(hu <► 10 ♦ If) £ oxp2'^i(huJ> * kv* + Im*.)
where fe(hkl) is assumed the same for ail atone in the molecule#
31th the coordinates of tho equivalent positions inserted the relation

is of tliS for®

Wt It) £ exp2->i(hu«, ♦ kv» ♦ lv^)
O u

low the expression £exp2*i(htt?. 4- kv* 4 lvj) is equivalent to the
-r*i

original definition of the coordinate# of the atom being merely

referred to different! and not necessarily orthogonal, axes, so that

i£ &* called the cell transfer© fe(fckl) the relation becomes

T0(hkl) • <t> (ha, k£, 1.) ^(XT)
The f<odulatin, function <f (ha, k3, is') relating the two transforms

takes account of the »y: asetry elements of the unit oell* Its forts

does not depend on the molecular structure assumed* The problem is
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T (Okl) - K oos(k|3 + I?) • X aln(fc0 + lr) - & ccs(k£ - If)
w »

4 I^»i&(k# - ir)
where Ea » ^ oo»(kv* * lw»)♦

li * *j£ C0S(kV*. - lwj)^ v=l

I » 1 Bic(kvY' ♦+

I_ * W£»in(kv* - lw»)WW Ts|

with the symbols we voted previously*

fro® the evidence of the wet, hted reciprocal lattice it wee

clear that the long: axis of the molecule ley in the angle between the

o axis and the perpendicular to the ja axis so that the o* axis should

be close to the 7 axis of the transfers. It was a simple setter to

fix its position with the aid of the (002), (004) aad (00,JO) structure
i

factors and to see that Y * ~g£* 0* The positions of the axes finally
chosen are shown in figs* 7 and 8.

The a* axis was known to be tilted at an angle of about 60®
to the plane of the transform so that the (200) position fell Inside

the central peak of the transform and since the(400)reflexion was very

large it had to do likewise* But the (200) reflexion was

uncbservably email so that the value of o was fixed at almost exactly

| § ic agreement with the evidence mentioned in Lection Xll(ii)*
iurther refinement using other (hOO) reflexions fixed the a* axle in

the position shown* Frost the (hOl) reciprocal net so constructed

the signs ©f 5^ of the larger structure factors were read off* 49 of
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these rare later shown to ho correct. A fmartor synthesis computed

with these structure factors m coefficients produced a reccgidsabie

picture of the uoleeule. During the process of reeding off the signs

of the structure factor®, the question arose of what signs to give the

isaiq inary compcnentSf sines these depend on the sense in which the axes

are chosen while the signs of the real components do not* This is

equivalent to deciding at which end of the trial molecule to place the

per.tene ring. ?he course chosen was to o»it all terras whoso sign

depended on the sign of the isa&i inaiy cosponeat. The result wac that

the Fowler ss&p also failed to distinguish between the end rings. Sen*

accidental aeysaetry of the mp caused the wrong alternative to "be

selected and a case tine was spent in fruitless attempts at refinement.

During this tim the reliability inner never dropped below 0.4.

However, once the mistake had boon realised the structure proved capable

of rapid a*fineneafc •

fhis ambiguity of sign is most likely to be overlooked when the

iBs&s.. inarjr component is eaall. In this case very little notice was

taken of it during the actual fitting of the axes and no attempt was

o&de to compare the agreement between observed factors and factors

calculated for the two possible alternatives. In view of the

approximations made in the calculation of the transform it is not

certain that it would be possible to decide between the two structures

inthie way but the information which might be gained would probably
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ring, in future ©alouiaiiom. By this aeons the reliability index

for the sons woe reduced to 0.23, but as the structure factor

agreement was insensitive to shift.® of the ©olecule alone* the h axis

and. as no information was obtainable concerning the shape of the

pentene ring, further attempt® at refinement were abandoned*

It can be seen from this account that, while the Fourier

transfer© method of solution of crystal structures ie a powerful one

in suitable caeee, its application is subject to all the pitfalls

normally met with in trial and error Investigation. It is in fact

a system tisation of the trial and. error rethod, its chief sserit being

xb» speed with which it ©an lead to an approximate structure.
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nm ,1

1.2. ^QloparA^nop^r^thyfe^e, fcdro^fi qtop ooor inatee

A CH distance of 1.08 ft is assumed.

Atom aJ
1 5.865 6- i7i' 2.467 a. 1*7 *3.44

2 7.475 7 -at/ 1.468 /■ 3J3 -2.37

3 4.535 /*./?» 0.992 y % 2- -6.03

4 3.027 1.873 /■ i" 9 A -6.38

5 2.695 —1.469 - /-J <9 -6.73

6 2.165 hui % 0.176
_ 0 ■ c&y -6.38 -

7 2.880 J.<SIS V -2.405 - 3'KO -3.97

8 5.155 r. za« -2.449 - i-lei -0.21 -«•'«

9 7.1 CO 7 ./<jr -2.364 - J- 333 2.84 a-m

10 9*400 -2.259 - i-tiSr 6.66 c * 777

11 11.830 ng-29 -O.554 . o-}7r 8.86 s-s"?/

12 12.280 /a • i9s~ 1.357 / J/»■ 7.62 7-r«t/

13 11.125 10.W 2.350 a -+3 y 4.50

14 9.020 »■ tfj'3 2.290 a-/y-h 0.89 o-7 9/

Atomic scattering factor#

Of groat assistance in speeding the roduction of the reliability

index is the use of the correct atomic scattering curve for the

calculation of structure factors, anJ the correct adjustment of
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aoweeponding values of at high v&lues of €>, In order to reduce

this discrepancy a new curve was calculated fro® the old curve f0
fro® the relation

2

ft • ffi exp(~B )
B, the *temperature factor*, was calculated frea the assumed for® of

the relation between F and F thus

f m F A «xp(-B *¥)
2 F

• oin2e • |p (log^- + 10frQA)
SIFJ 0 8 -

lean values of log^jpj were calculated for five ranges of cin^O and
the results graphed* If the relation assumed i» correct then the

graph is roughly a straight line, the gradient giving B and the

intercept on the lo^p ) axis giving A, the scale factor* In this
case the relation was too indefinite to give clear cut values of A and

3* If the curve then in use had been the luoat appropriate one these

quantities should have taken the valuta cue and tore respectively*

It appeared then that the observed and calculated curves could not b@

sere closely correlated by this seethed*

This apparent impasse was resolved when it was observed that the

scattering curve as given by iiobertsen included contributions of tha

hydrogen atoms in the anthracene molecule, assumed to be divided evenly

among the carbon atom positions* The hydrogen atoms only make an

appreciable contribution to the structure factors for which & la lees
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than 30° so that this jsart of the scattering curve wa© too high by

comparison with the remainder# It woe then necessary to draw out

the curve with it# maximum height proportional to the total number

of electron* in the anthracene molecule, reduce the maximum to

correspond with the total number of electrons in the carbon atoms

of the molecule, and smooth off the curve to this new maximum#

A comparison of the smoothed anthracene curve with the curve

calculated for carbon valence states by McWeeny (24) from theoretical

considerations revealed that the two were identical if & temperature

factor A, • 1#22 was applied to McWeeny*® curve# Such agreement
A

between empirical and theoretical approaches is very satisfactory*

fable 2 shows the scattering curve used#
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»filias>. further a&jtuittaeh't# to ©dale or tornper&fur© factors#

A number of goesible ways of obtaining accurate y coordinates

demanded consideration. The [l 00 ] scone proved unfruitful ovirv; to

the large degree of overlapping between molecule® (bection III (iii))

find in the [ooi] som tfee molecules ere viewed end on. Of the two

&© diagonal :rojeotlora the positive [t01] projection seemed the most

hopeful oino© it appeared that th© pentens ring would ba free from

overlapping from other molecules. A series of Weiseerifcerg photographs

ws© therefor© taken by rotation of the crystal about the [lOl] axle

■JD& attempts were se.de to correlate the structure factors observed with

those calculated using the z and s coordinate® from the (hOl) son© and

y coordinates derived from a comparison of the aoleoular orientation

with that of chrysen© (9)* It quickly became obvious that while a

cod measure of agreement could be obtained for factors with h even,

m reasonable agresmaivt was to be expeotod for factor© with h odd.

This anomaly persisted until it was realised that th© structure factors

with h odd could bo changed in veins by a shift of the centre of the

molecule in tbo xz plane from -g to while those with h even suffered
at most a ©hangs of sign. The appearance of the molecule in the

(bOl) ourior projection would be unchanged.

^Recalculation of the (3 Of] ami® aftor this change had been mode

showed an Improvement of th® reliability Index from 0.47 to 0.33 and
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AygsttxiMkie positions* fox- the i4 hydrogen stem were estimated (Tabic 1)

acu': their contribution© to the structure factors calculated. Their

effect on the reliability indices was assail.

With the reliability index for the 101 projection at 0.184

and fox the 001 projection at 0.204 further efforts at refinement

were abandoned. The final reliability indices for the three tones

are therefore

E(01O) « 0.122

Ii(10l) * 0.184

h(QOi) m 0.204

The final Fourier syntheses are shown in figs. 9, 10 and 11# x, y

nd s coordinates are shown in Table 3*

4



4)»

no

AtO» x I zJ t

1 7*157 0.487 -0.089

2 5,617 0.399 -2.304

3 5*835 1.397 -3.421

4 3.780 0.957 * -5.903

5 3.101 -0.569 -5.991

6 4.294 -0.634 -3.687

7 4.055 -1.655 —2*943

8 5.377 —1.596 -O.727

9 6.936 —0.634 O.709

10 8.331 -0.511 2.978

11 8.239 -1.567 3.864

12 9.597 -1,526 6.133

13 10.918 —0*411 7.339

14 11.157 0.587 6.576

15 9.781 0,558 4.325

16 9.927 1.632 3.439

17 8.716 1.485 1.365

* IndiaataB low acour&qy



Fig. 9

1.2.cyclopenterK>pfc©rsanthrera (10 1) Courier project ion.
•*2

The 4 OA contour le shown dotted.



 



mux

1.2.oyclop»nt«noph«nRntbr«ne (0 1 0) Fourier projection.
The 1 OA oontour is shown dotted*
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m (v) ctCTlv^, 1

Tfo G^bon Ske^tgfl

•a® chief interest in the structure Ilea in the configuration

of the phenanthrene X region (flection I) and the pl&narity or

otherwise of the tsolecule, particularly of the five-membered ring*

The phsmanthrene group hao been found to be approximately

planar although the E»M*S# deviation fro® the nean plant is large

(0*014 f) and the possibility ©f distortion is not ruled out* The

plane, referred to the a, and j> ares of the oell end the perpendicular

to them, is

0.8113* - O.5199y ♦ 0*2674# - 5*5919 • 0

The distances of the atone fro® the mean plane are given in fable 4#

and are plotted on a greatly increased eoale in fig* 11* In the

rln* u. Mom 0, C4 05 «. diMH* (M.M. Plo»
0»060, -0*187 and 0*098 £ respectively. The atoms Cg appear
to be ooplanar while C. is 0*10 £ distant fro® that plane* The

non-planarity of the flve-®er;bered ring is therefore definitely

established.
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psy .4

Deviation of atoae from the mean molecular plane

Atom ^Deviation t Atom

°i .005 cto .oot

h' .027 CI1 .051

h' .060 C12 .041

C4* -.18? C13 -.047

s" .098 C14 -.005

C6" -.007 C15 -.025

C7 -.028 C16 -.039

c8 -.050 C17 .052

C9 .024

* indicates a member of the pantem ring*

The &#&«£* 'aviation for the remaining atoms is 0*034 $

The phenanthrene croup appears to deviate from a planar

configuration in a systematic manner* A twist is indicated about

the lone axis of the molecule, the ancle between the planes of the

first and third borasene rings being- about $•€ * The possible

aiftiificance of this result will new be examined.

An estimate of the accuracy of the atomic coordinates may be
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obtained from Crulckah&rik*« expression for the standard deviation (25)#

Considering only two^i&us&iosal reflexions, the standard deviation is

»w • (f Hi i/^2) *
s»d a similar expression for <?(»), where $ is the atonic nunber, £

the axial length, -A^ the area of the (hOl) projection, Af - ?o(h01) -
F (hGi) sad p is ©fatimted by fitting the function Q+ = (>0 Q*p - pf"*"
to the atwiRic profile*

From the (hOl) projection ware obtained the values

s (x'j * 0.0095 5?

<?(*) - 0.0083 t
and from the (h*kO) and (hkO) projections

a(y) « 0.020 Jt
The standard deviation in any direction may b© taken as

e(r) « [£<y(x)2]^ - 0.024 t
Tit© standard deviation in any interatomic distance will then be

6(A) - JS «-(r) • 0.033 8
However, when dealing with deviations fro® a plane it is permissible

to resolve the standard deviations of the coordinates along the

perpetailoular to the plane before ©©rabining the® as shown above.

6 (r) then becoaes 0.014 8 and 6(d) boecsaeo 0.019 8.
The standard deviation of the angle between the rings is given by

6 (tand) «* .SnffLU " radians

2.44 t being the width of a benzene ring.

The significance of differences between observed value# of
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similar qnairtities may be tested hp estimation of the probability, P,

of the differences occurring by efcaiiee* The levels o? significance

eottaaohly ueed nre indicated* with the difference given in terms of

the standard deviation <5»

A/o- P
^ 1 »§5 ^ not slgnif leant

2*33 • 1*65 1$ * 5# possibly significant

> 2*33 ^ 1$ significant

> 3*09 < 0*1$ highly significant

for the deviation of the bei&ene rings from a planar configuration

we therefore have

sts&i -m♦ 4-°
so that the twist of 3*6° in the molecular plane appears to be

established beyond doubt* However, the work on refinement techniques

detailed in beetles V has thrown considerable doubt on the validity

of the standard deviation calculated from Crutckahank's formula*

It is suggested that Cruiokshank*e valise may legitimately be increased

by a factor Ji while it is possible that the true value say be about

2*5 times that giver, by the formula* On the first assumption the

value frftlnk) * ^ indicates that the observed twist of the
molecule is definitely significant* On the second assumption the

value falls to 1*6, ^ust below the level of possible significance.

'Phis state of affairs is far from satisfactory but further work will be
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on the vuiu# of the standard Tavist Ion to 'bo aoeurately aeaeaasd.

TS31S 5

Bond 1 M& jdtBKlfc
1 - 2 1.42 9 - 10 1 #45

1 - 9 1.49 10 - 11 1.43

2 * 6 * 1.40 10 - 15 1.40

2-3* f #51 11 - 12 1.45

3-4* 1.56 12 - 13 1*36

4-5* 1.64 13 - 14 1#39

5-6* 1 #54 14 - 15 1.43

6-7 i#39 15 - 16 1.47

7-8 1.42 16 — 17 1 #34

8 — 9 1.37 17 - 1 1.40

* indicates part of peniene ring.

Tm four single bonds of tfc© pentose ring vary in length fros

S2 * c3 at 11 »5J S to - G» at I #64 X» bhlle the latter bond is
sufficiently loag to be viewed with suspicion, deliberate attempt© to'

shorten it during refinement failed to produce tm iaqproveaeat in the

structure factor agreement. failing that, the evidence of the jT&xie

Fourier projection had to be accepted* Although ia not resolved
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in thin or aursy ether projection it seams unlikely that it can b© placed

AOgr naatror to C- and nay oven he further away than the distance given,

•"ilia Vend •;, • - io also rather Ion: nrd it r«y be thr.t this bond end

C4 - CS "* «* .ItJiifiwntljf l«*or thtt Cg - Cj «i Cj - 0fi
which are both nearly equal to the norsatl CExbin-corbon elngle bond

length. This might bo expected supposing that rcacnanco effecto of

the adjacent beneem ring' tended to make the angles 0» Cg and
Cg Gg approach the ber-oene ring angle of ISO0. In feet theee angles

are nliaoot equal (Table 6) and are midway between 120° and 100°, the

angle which a regular five-mo bared ring would contain. In contract

the angle G^ is 108® and. the two routining angles ere 99'3° 2nd
102.4°» The sun of th^ee angles in 53*>»5° compared with 540° for a

planar ring.

Bead lengths and bond angles are also shown in figs. 14 and 15.
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T/BI.h 6

£ £
123 * 124.4 9,10,15 123*2

126 122.0 15,10,11 119*7

623 * 113.6 10,11,12 120.6

it$ 102.4 11,12,13 116.8

345 * 108.1 12,13,14 124.0

e.*
ft

99.3 13,14,15 118.7

56a * H3.1 14,15,10 119.9

26? 121.8 10,15,16 "9*9
K

frm& 124.9 15,16,17 116.8

6?6 117*5 14,15,16 120.3

73? 122.5 16,17, 1 125.6

S91 115*8 17, 1, 9 119.8

1,9,10 114*1 17, 1, 2 124.4

8,5,10 125*8 2 1 9 115.6

5,10,11 117.0

* indicates paH of the peivfcene ring.

The mean bem&nm ring bond angle in 120*3°* lh© sum of the angles

for each ring is consistent with a planar etruc fcure though this test for

pl&narity in aomowhat insensitive.

Intersoleeular distances ore ©iMlar t© those found in other



Fig. 16

1.2.cyclopentenoph©nanthrene (0 1 0) projection difference
Fourier. Carbon positions and carbon-hydrogen bonds are

-2
indicated. Contours are at intervals of 0.2 eA * The

zero and all negative contours are shown dotted.
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•truoiuro® of this nature. The minisutr. diotanoe between carton ataaa

is 3*55 £ which occurs between atom to in the s&olecul© (xya) and atom 8
in the Kiolecuhe (t » x, t 4 y> a ). ibis pair of molecules is not

related by a centre of aysaEsetry. 1'he distance between the planes of

such related pairs ia 3*70 a rather greater than the closest distance

of approach quoted above.

fhe calculation of a final difference Fourier e ntkeeie for the

(hOl) sone (fig. J6) ueinf the coordinates of 'fable 3 enables some

speculations to he made on t'm true positions of the hydrogen atoms, as

distinct from those given in Table J• Other points of interest arising

from the difference map arc discussed at the end of this section.

inferring to f%# l6j contours are drawn at interval® of 0.2

electron® a"*-, the i-cro contour and all negative contours are shown

dotted. The residual electron density is generally negative in the

region® inside the carbon skeleton of the molecule. Pcoitivc region®

occur more or less in the positions which hydrogen atoae are expected

to occupy though sort® interesting discrepancies are noticeable and the

peak heights are somewhat diverse.

In the five-membared ringj hydrogen stoma numbered 1 *» 6 are

attached in pairs to carbon atoms 3, 4 and 5* Hj and fiL for® one
peak of height O.Toa"^ at a distance 0.68 t from Cy This position of
the centre of gravity of 1L and Hg is inconsistent both with the usual
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tetrahedr&l angle of 109*2° between OH bonds in these positions and

with the assumption of sysasetric&l placing of the H stow with

respeot to the plans Cg G^« The latter discrepancy can be
reduced by assuming a smaller angle between the CH bonds* In the

expected positions C^Bg would lie flat in the (hOl) plane and
would be almost perpendicular to it so that the peak, corresponding

to Bg should appear at the position of Cy if not actually inside
the five-combered ring. It is hard to escape the conclusion that

the absence of a peak at 0^ (there is actually a slight niniisum)
indicates some departure from the expected orientation of the C^Hj
bond* a cause of the deformation may reasonably be sought in intra

or inter molecular repulsion fro® other hydrogen atone. Hydrogen

atoms 13 and 14 in the adjacent molecule are too far (3*3 %) away to

cause steric hindrance* (The critical distance is 2*48 £, twice the

Van dor '?»a&le radius of the hydrogen atom*) However, in the

same molecule lies at a distance of 2*3 ° from the assumed position

of Eg which may be close enough for repulsion to take place* The
peak B^Bg is displaced slightly in a direction away from H14
suggesting that this has occurred. The peak is also slightly

displaced but since It is also much reduced in height its position

cannot be regarded as established.

Concerning the remainder of the hydrogen atoms in the five-

raeaibered ring* and Kj appear to fall in their predicted positioi s
while and Eg seem to bo displaced away from the molecule parallel
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to Its lore suds. fits regions between the «*nds of the four -olccules

appear to have sufficient room for such expansion if necessary, for

the end hydrogen atoms are all separated by upwards of 3

In a regular five-senhered ring there would be no interference

between hydrogen atoms if all were placed tetr&hedrally. S inoe we

knew that and iig are not so placed but are nearer to than they
should be we may sMgtest with confidence that the displacossont of

is a secondary result of the interaction of Eg and
ilie peak corresponding to is consistent with the expected

orientation of the CE bond but is not such that accurate coordinates

can be obtained frees it# There is no reason to expect displacement

since the hydrogen position io not closely approached by any other atom.

The aeeui;jed positions of Eg and are 2#0 t apart. 'ill®
apparent positions in projection are 2#33 ?. apart, the displacement of

each being about the ease. A possible method of increasing their

separation would bo by a movement out of the plane of the molecule

with the two atoms presumably moving to opposite sides of the plans#

This supposition does not seem to be borne cut for the displacements

are such that they could only be produced by movement of both the CE

bond® towards the (010) plane# The increase in separation would then

be negligible# The alternative, which is supported by the evidence,

is for the CE bonds to remain raore or leas eo_ lanar with the molecule

while being turned out of the line of the benzene ring diagonals#
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The at©k» K} 2 appear on the difference m.p m &
continuous I shaped ridge of electron density with the upright of the

h extending nearly 1 S beyond the assumed position ©f The peaks

are ill-defined but such evidence as they have to offer is at variance

with prediction. The peak corresponding t© to displaced so tits to

suggest that it haaboen affected by the displaceaent of previously

discussed. In faot the displacement is too great to he credible.

The M1f peak is too close (0.80 f) in projection to CU Suggesting that
the Fond between them which should be practically in the (010) plane

lias been displaced fro« this plane and possibly also from the plane of

the sjoleeule. It is of interest to note thai to the f. Fourier
©

synthesis for this sons (fig. 11) this atoc appears about to reeolve

at s distance of 1.05 & from but slightly to on® side of its

expooted position. The significance of ouch smll irregul&rities to

the one electron contour is of course open to doubt. The only other

hydrogen peak indicated in fig. 11 is that of Hg which appears to the
position originally assigned to it.

Returning to the difference Fourier* the peak corresponding to

S12 •w"™ in tia ?°»ltlc'n tut U V *"
spurious peaks forming part of the L# These see® to be unrelated to

eiy hydrogen atocs and are referred to again at the end of thie soot ion.

a, J la allehtu, dioplacad ac .a to mam* a Mvaooat of th. OH bond
towards the (010) plane. The Bj. peak to too low for any significance
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to be attacked to & slight departure from lie expected position.

The dimensions of s bensene ring are such that the six hydrogen

atofso ranged around the periphery are almost exactly at the critical

distance for mutual interference. For an isolated ring cue would

therefore expect little or no distortion. The same applies for two

rings with & ammtm bond. However, in a staggered arrangement of ring®

such as 1.2.oyclopentenophomnthretse certain of the store would be

required to approach one another to within about 2*0 t« It is to be

expected that deformations resulting from this will upset the delicate

balance of nearby atoms so that deformations will be introduced which

decrease with distance fro© the centre of disturbance.

In 1.t.cyoiopentonophonanthrene the disturbance is centred on

the atoms Eg and 11^ which are attached to carbon atoms 8 and 11
respectively. 'The distortion here is clearly visible in the difference

Fourier, the separation in projection having- been increased to 2.33 t.
Unfortunately, although coco displacement© of hydrogen atoms 10, 11 and

12 are indicated, the general confusion in this region previously

referred to renders estimates of their magnitude unreliable in the

extreme. fbe meet that can be a&ld is that if they exist they axe

probably in the expected direction, that is, away fro® S». In the

other direction By, attached to Oy does not appear to be disturbed at
all.

It sees© point leaa and eight be sic leacling to extract a new set
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of hydrogen coordinates from this difference Fourier# Instead the

coordinates n& originally assumed without regard for mutual interforones

have been plotted on the contour map so that the suggeatlKl shifts

cay be seen in their context.

Certain ©mall region# of positive density occur unrelated to any

liydrogen atcxts. Several of these occur along the line of carbon-

carbon bond® and Bay very plausibly be regarded as being due to bonding

elootrens unaccounted for in the struotvre factor calculations.

Lxsaple# of this may be seen in the bonds Cj - C^, Cj - Cg, - C^f
Si "* Ct2* Sd "* S3* A such area lying close to CJ0 in the
angle S3 " So ^ Si 46 S0po^*s,33r compounded, of contributions frost both
them bonds* hem of these peeks is higher than 0.2 eST » It sill

be noticed that with the exception of the last pair of tends, all those

mentioned lie flat in thin plane. The significance of this is

probably not very great, although one sight perhaps aspect ©harper

peak# where the beads are sharply inclined to the plane of projection.

A further possible cause of *cee positive regions still not

disposed of msy he the neglect of anymetric temperature factors.

All carbon n torse hove been assumed for ease of calculation to have

spherically symmetrical electron density distributions. Phis is

Implicit in the use of a ©ingle scattering curve for all atoms and all

structure factors. Departure of this model from the truth Ray be due

to vibration of earn of the atone in preferred directions, in particular
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through these peaks and lies at an angle of about 60 to the

jaolecular plana, It soons? iguite likely that an asyoEsetric vibration

of the atom is implied. It is also possible to iaaglne aa lying

between two of the peaks In the L shaped ridgo so that this atom would

have a s ir.il ra? vibration axis to the previous one.

Although the above calculations are interesting they do not lead

to a simple correction to the temperature factor. 'fkie is provided by

Cochran (26) in the formula

the suffix j referring to the jth atots. This seethed also has the

advantage that it is not dependent on the recognition of features of the

difference map at & distance from the atonic centre. iiofinement ct

individual temperature factors was not attested for this molecule, but

the subject is further discussed in Section If in connection with the

refinement of ! •2•5»6#dlbena&nthraqnirxeie.

B
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ma

1.2.o,yclogent'oriOr-hcr:?,r-thr€r^) - observed snd calculated structure

factors for axial and a£ diagonal irojecticri®.

aim F_ F h k 1 »i»0 F
. . i.j i i-. . f. ■ „ , ft ft,

464 •Mr 0 2 6 .505 4.2 - 6.1

.072 71*5 +77.9 0 2 7 •568 18.8 ♦23*3

• 143 64«5 "■64.0 0 2 8 .631 14.8 +18.0

.215 10.0 ♦10.7 0 2 9 *697 2.3 ♦ 2.2

.266 15.6 -20.0 0 2 10 .764 < 2.3 — 0.4

.353 72.0 ♦67.5 0 2 11 .831 < 2.1 - 2.4

*425 36.5 ♦36.1 0 2 12 .697 ^ 1.8 ♦ 0.4

.501 26.5 -29.9 0 2 13 .966 < 1.2 ♦ 1.9

♦57£ H.5 —11.4

.644 7.0 ♦ 6.8
0 4 0 •530 4.2 - 5*2

•715 5.0 - 4.3
0 4 1 *535 5.3 ♦ 11.2

.767 3.0 - 3.1
0 4 2 •548 3»5 - 3.1

,856 3.5 + 4.0
0 4 3 *572 5*9 -14.3

.930 4.5 - 5*3
0 4 4 .603 < 2.0 O.C

0 4 5 .640 < 2.0 - 1.7

.265 50*5 -47.5 0 4 6 .682 < 2.0 - 0.5

.275 16.7 -17.0 0 4 7 *730 4.7 - 5*9

.301 26.6 ♦24*6 0 4 8 .780 6.4 •* 6.1

.341 10.1 +11.5 0 4 9 *833 < 2.0 - i»5

.391 2.2 - 0.6 0 4 10 .888 2.9 * 3*5

•446 6.2 — 9.0 0 4 11 .945 < 1.2 ♦ 3.5
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h k 1 eic©
0

F
if

h k 1 nix& ro
0 6 0 ♦795 23.7 -24.6 0 3 1 .404 7.3 -11.7

0 6 1 .794 8.8 • 6.0 0 3 2 .422 36.0 ♦42.0

0 6 2 .809 2.3 ♦ 2.8 0 3 3 .451 39.0 +30.5

0 6 3 .823 1.8 ♦ 2.1 0 3 4 .490 < 1.4 + 1.4

0 6 4 .846 i.8 ♦ 1.0 0 3 5 .541 3.8 + 8.4

0 6 5 .872 5.9 - 9*0 0 3 6 ♦985 -11.3

0 6 6 .902 1.8 - 2.1 0 3 7 .640 10.6 + 9.1

0 6 7 .940 2.3 ♦ 3.2 0 3 8 .696 18.6 +25.0

0 6 8 .979 < 1.2 ♦ 0.3 0 3 9 .758 1.8 - 3.2

0 3 10 ♦819 2.4 • 1*6
0 1 1 .151 2*6 + 1.3

0 11 .882 ^ 1.6 - 0,73
0 1 2 .196 28.3 -30.5

0 12 .945 < 1.33 - 1.5
0 1 3 .253 9.0 - 7.0

0 1 4 .316 7.6 - 7.5 0 5 1 .615 < 2.2 + 4.2

0 1 5 .382 16.5 *41.7 0 5 2 .676 3.5 0 .0

0 1 6 .450 5.8 * 4»T 0 5 3 .696 1.8 •" 2.6

0 1 7 .520 < 1.9 ♦ 3.0 0 5 4 .720 4.7 *• 6.6

0 1 8 .589 2.9 « 2.7 0 5 5 .753 2.3 ■"* 2.7

0 1 9 .658 ^ 2.2 ♦ 0.6 0 5 6 •78B 1.8 + 1.1

0 1 10 .728 8.0 +10.3 0 5 7 .830 2.9 - 3-2

0 1 it •799 4 2.2 + 2.1 0 5 8 .874 < 1.8 - 1.4

0 1 12 .860 < 1.9 + 0.6 0 5 9 .923 1.8 + 3.2

0 1 13 ♦939 < 5.4 + 0.3 0 5 10 .973 2.9 + 3*3
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h k I siaS r
0

P
0.

0 7 1 • 929 1.8 ♦ 3*5

0 7 2 •936 < 1*2 - 1.6

0 7 3 .550 < 1.2 * 2.1

0 7 4 *970 < 1.2 * 2.9

0 7 5 •992 < 1.2 - 1.6

2 0 0 •140 7.3 * 8.7

2 0 1 • 205 19.0 ♦14.5

2 0 2 •271 3.0 * 2.1

2 0 3 •336 12.5 -•13*2

2 0 4 .405 31.0 ♦34*8

2 0 5 •479 3.7 ♦ 3.2

2 0 6 •550 18.5 -20.1

2 0 7 .618 8.0 * 6.2

2 0 8 .692 1.8 - 0.1

2 0 9 •762 2.7 - 1.1

2 0 10 .636 ^ 2.5 0.0

2 0 11 .906 < 2.1 - 0.7

2 0 12 •97S 2.0 ♦ 2.4

2 0
mm

1 .092 ^ 0.9 ♦ 0.5

2 0 7 .089 22.5 —19*0

2 0 I .136 21.5 ♦21.9

2 0 4 .196 28.8 -31.1

h k 1 sin6 V
'

Q
F

0
,

2 0
«*»

5 .263 13*0 +15.4

2 0 t .328 42*0 "40.4

2 0 y .400 41.0 -43.1.

2 0 s .470 19*5 ♦20. S

2 0 ? *338 3.0 - 2.1

•n o"io ♦6cr? 2*5 ♦ 0*6

2 011* .6O0 19.0 ♦18.1

2 0T2 .750 13.0 ♦13*3

2 0 H .821 < 2.5 ♦ 1,8

2 0 1? .890 < 2.1 ♦ 1.5

2 0 ♦962 3*0 - 4.5

4 0 0 *275 23*0 ♦19.8

4 0 1 .340 < 1.8 - 1.1

4 0 2 *403 13*5 +15.4

4 G 3 .467 12.0 -17.O

4 0 4 *533 4.0 - 4.3

4 0 5 .605 5.0 ♦ 6.7

4 0 6 .675 < 2.8 - 0.9

4 0 7 .743 10.0 -t 0.8

4 0 8 .814 < 2.7 - 1.9

4 0 9 .881 ^ 2.2 ♦ 0.2

4 0 10 .950 3.0 — 4*3



b k X elwB f
0 .. . fl

h k 1 8iW0
. Tq .

f
c

4
mm

0 1 .223 46.5 ♦44»3 6 0 6 •803 < 2,7 ♦ 1.1

4
mm

0 2 •107 170.0 -172.0 6 0 7 •S7Q 2,3 - 4.9

4 o 1 .169 73.0 -72.7 6 Q S •942 2.3 • 3.3

4
mm

0 4 ,181 23.5 +22.5 6 0 T .360 13*0 — 9«6

4 o J .216 33*2 —34.1 6 0 I .315 8.0 ♦ 0.4

4 0 7 ♦269 3.5 ♦ 7.2 6 0 1 .276 7.5 ♦ 6.6

4 o 7 .329 42.5 -42,2 6 0 7 .234 6.4 ♦ 1*7

4 0 I .390 51.0 -51 ,G 6 0 J .252 11,8 —10.8

4 o ? .434 6.5 ♦ 7*0 6 0 T ,271 30,0 +30.4

4
«MW»

0 to •519 2.6 - 2.5 6 0 7 .305 21.5 -20.9

4 o 17 13.5 -12.3 6 0 7 •350 8.0 ■* 4,8

4 012t ,658 10.0 4IO.8 6 0 7 .401 42.5 ♦41 »6

4 o 13 .726 11.3 ♦12.8 6 0 To ♦ 460 1.2 - 1.9

4 o 17 •794 4.5 - 3*4 6 c 17 *320 12.5 +13.7

4 oTj .365 3*3 ♦ 2,1 6 0 72 .5S6 12.0 ♦14 »4

4 ol? •931 < 1*7 - 1,4 6 oTT •648 14.5 -16,1

6 017 .713 18.0 -19*0
€ 0 0 .415 3.0 ♦ 7*4

oTF6 .783 3.2 -4.3
6 0 1 .480 12.0 * 9.5

o176 .845 < 2.3 - 1.4
6 0 2 .340 13.3 -12.0

oT76 .910 1.9 + 2,7
6 0 3 •602 6.8 ♦ 4,8

6 0 4 .667 13.0 -12.1 8 0 0 *550 8.0 - 8.8

6 o 5 •735 22.8 -21.2 8 0 1 ,613 8.5 - 8.2
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h k 1 elnu t
0

h k X sinfc ?
0

8 0 2 .674 11.0 ♦ 9.5 8 0 Tf .837 < 2.4 + 1.1

8 o 3 .734 22.8 ♦25.1 8 0 Ttf .900 < 2.0 • 1.6

a 0 4 •796 9*0 * 7.9 8 0 19 .970 <1.1 ♦ 0.3

8 o 5 .865 4*3 + 5.2
10 0 0 ,689 5.8 + 6.7

8 0 6 •932 1.4 - 2.1
10 0 1 .749 2.3 ♦ 1.9

8 o 7 .995 < 1.1 - 1.7
10 0 2 .810 22.0 ♦23*9

8 o T .496 12.5 ♦ 9*0
.87010 0 3 13.5 +14.2

8 0 2 •448 37.0 437.4
10 0 4 .931 5.5 - 8.1

8 0 J .399 3.5 m 5*6
.634 6*310 0 T - 5.5

8 0 J *366 13.0 •12.0
10 0 2 .585 3.8 • 4.6

8 o 5 .344 23.8 -19.3
♦17.810 0 3 •531 21.0

8 0 J •335 26*0 •24.6
10 0 ? .492 3.3 + 1.9

8 0 T .340 14.0 ♦17.0 0lf,
• 5.8

0 I
10 0 5 .460 5.3

8 *361 3.3 • 1.3
0 ?1C .434 11.3 ♦ 9.1

8 0 9 .393 12.8 -12.9
10 0 T .420 9.0 +10.1

8 o To .432 4.5 ♦ 3»4
0 110 .4»9 7.0 - 9.5

8 oTT .481 12.3 ♦ 9*5
+22.610 0 ? .429 21.5

8 01*2 *536 6,0 ♦ 8.1
10 0 Tu .450 2.0 + 2.1

8 o 7J .593 10.0 ♦10.8
10 0 iT ,480 15.0 •15.0

8 oTT .652 2.1 • 1.3
oW10 .520 9.5 + 9.0

8 o 15" .715 13.0 •13.2
0 TT10 065 2.4 - 0.2

6
»l »iw

0 Te .775 5.0 ♦ 2.3 10 0 TT .615 2.0 ♦ 0.7



* k i aix£
, .V- T

0
h k 1 eiuB ro

. p«
10 o 15 ,610 4.8 ♦ 2*4 12 0 TT .606 10.5 ♦ 9.3

10 0 1? •723 < 2.8 - 1.3 12 0 15 .649 20.0 +t 8.5

to oi? •779 < 2*7 ♦ 1 *8 12 01? •695 2.6 • 2.5

10 0*il *840 1*9 ♦ 1*5 12
«MMW

0 17 .742 2*6 ♦ 2*8

10 o T§ •904 3.4 ♦ 2.2 12 oil •796 4.5 - 3*5

10 0 20 •971 3*0 * 2.8 12 ol? ♦854 2*0 — 2.8

12 0 20 •914 4*3 ♦ 4.7
12 0 0 .829 12.5 -13*2

12 0 21 •971 < 1.0 ♦ 0.9
12 0 1 .890 17.5 -19*2

12 0 2 .950 2*0 ♦ 0.3 14 0 0 #964 8.8 *12.2

12 0
mm

i *779 4.0 + 6.0 14 0 T *910 2.3 - 1.3

12 0 ? .722 2,1 ♦ 2.6 14 0 2 .858 < 2.4 - 2.2

12 0 3 .66(5 5.5 - 4.8 14 0 3 .act £.4 ♦ 2*1

12 0 J •624 34.8 -32.9 14 0 4 •755 2.6 ♦ 1*4

12 0
mm

5 .585 26.3 -25*3 14 0 5 .714 10.5 -10.6

12 0 t •551 5-5 ♦ 7.3 14 0 ? *675 < 1.0 ♦ 1 *1

12 0 T •527 6.3 * 8.7 14 0 1 •635 4*8 ♦ 5*0

12 0 I .510 7*5 ♦ 5*8 14 0 T> •616 3.3 - 3.9

12 0 9 •503 26.3 ♦22.9 14 0
+g*
s .598 2.0 - 1*7

12 o To •506 30.5 ♦25*6 14 0 To •588 1.4 - 0*8

12 oTT .519 9.0 ♦10.1 14 0 Tf .586 22.0 -21.9

12 01? •541 4.0 + 6.1 14 012 •592 6.0 * 4*7

12 o t? .570 10.5 —11 *5 14 0 1? .608 11.0 ♦to.6
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fa k X si«6 ?
0

fa k 1 einO
j. 3 'i F0

4 0T4 .630 6.8 - 8.7 16 0 1? •720 7*5 - 5*7

4 0 15 •660 11.3 *» 9*6 16 OT? .748 28.0 -30.3

4 01? .694 28.8 "*30*4 16 01? .702 4.8 — 4*7

4 oTf •732 14.8 •16.6 16
mmum

0 19 .821 1*9 + 0.9

•4
"wwat*

0 1? .776 10.5 +12.4 16 oUc .663 < 2.4 + 0.5

4 019" •828 4.3 ♦ 5*4 16 0 21" .908 1*9 + 3*5

4 0 20 .880 1*7 0.0 16 0 22 .960 3*8 - 5.8

4 0 gT • 930 7.0 - 7*9
18 0 J .930 2.0 - 3*5

IS 0 *2 < 1.3 + 2.2 16 0 ? *935 < 1.9 - 0*3

m 0 3 ♦937 2.1 - 4*3 18 0 7 .895 2*3 + 2.9

<■

■> 0 ? .892 < 2.2 * 2*3 18 0 ? .360 < 2.0 - 3*5

m 0 ? •848 < 2.3 + 2.0 18
•mm

0 9 .827 < 2.0 + 1.8

m 0 I .803 7.3 + 5*8 18 0 To .800 < 2.2 + 0.4

y

!*) 0 T •788 10.0 +10.2 18
mrnm*m

0 11 .780 < 2.2 - 4.7

+
0 $ .735 2.6 + 3.4 18 0 T2 *765 < 2.2 - 2.2

=* 0 9" ♦710 7*9 + 3.9 18 0T3 *756 7.0 + 7*4

*

*

«IMM»

0 10 •690 10.5 +12.3 18 0 14 *754 5.0 + 3*3

i c TT .677 11.0 - 5*1 18 015 .759 5.0 — 4*4

t 0 1*2 .672 27.3 -27*0 18 0 1? *769 4 2.0 + 0.2

0 TT .673 8.0 - 6.0 18 0 TT .786 2.3 - 2.4

oTJT •684 1.8 - 0.2 13
mmtm

013 .30-3 20.3 +21.1

oTJ .699 9*5 ♦10.4 18 0 1? .838 26.0 +24.2
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h k 1 sinO Po h k 1 sinO f. ft
18 0 20 .872 2.3 » 3*4 22 0 if .916 1.8 - 0.8

18 0 21 .908 < 2.0 ♦ 0.3 0 15 ,920 2.1 - 3.7

16 0 22 .950 1.6 *» 0.1 22 0 19 .929 2.5 4 5.7

o ¥
22 0 20 .943 3*0 -1.0

20 .985 0.9 ♦ 2.0
7.8

o 9
22 0 2f *963 -40.4

20 .948 < 1.7 ♦ 2.6
22 0 22 *987 < 1.0 4 1.3

20 o To .918 3.0 + 0.7

20 o 77 .891 3.0 4 2*9 1 1 0 .148 74.9 -75.9

20 o i¥ .868 2.2 + 0.3 3 i 0 .245 5.0 + 1.7

20 0T3 .852 1 *6 * 3*0 5 1 0 .368 40.3 *33.2

20 0 74 .841 5.8 4 8.4 7 1 0 .500 6.6 - 2.0

20 015 .836 < 2.0 4 1.2 9 1 0 .635 5.5 - 7»o

20 0 72T .837 1.9 - 2.9 11 1 0 *770 < 1.1 «* 3.0

2D 01T .843 < 2.0 - G.9 13 1 0 .905 11.0 4 8.7

20 Q 18 .856 < 2.0 <•* 0.7
8.22 2 0 .297 • 4.4

20 019 .875 10.5 +11.5
—49.64 2 0 .380 59.0

20 0 20 .900 3.4 4 3*6
6 2 0 .490 10.2 -12.3

20 0 21* .926 < 1.9 4 0.3
8 2 0 •610 10.0 410.0

20 0 22 .960 3.2 4 2.3
10 2 0 .738 3.7 4 0.9

22 0 12 .978 < 1.3 " 1.6 12 2 0 .868 4.9 + 8.1

22 oil .994 < 1.6 ♦ 2.1

0 14
1 3 0 .400 5.9 "» 8.4

22 .937 < 1.8 0.0

3 3 0 .445 2*9 - 2.0
22 0 75 .929 2.0 4 1.6

5 3 0 .524 9.1 -12.2
22 0 16 .919 < 2.0 4 1.4

7 3 0 •612 3.8 4 7.3
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h k I sin© F* T
c

h k 1 ail# ,,F* fj
9 3 0 *733 2.6 • £.0 2 1 0 .190 7*2 ** 4*9

11 3 0 .855 < 1.0 + 0.9 4 1 0 *303 40.6 *32*6

13 3 0 *930 < c.9 ♦ 0.9 6 1 0 *434 6.1 * 6.4

8 1 0 .567 1.8 * 1.2
2 4 0 •344 6.7 4 7*7

18.8
10 1 0 •701 2.7 - 3*5

4 4 0 *594 V20.5
12 1 0 *837 4*8 + 5*3

6 4 0 .670 6*9 ♦ 8.8
14 1 0 *974 7*3 +11.3

a 4 0 •761 6*4 - 9*0

10 4 0 .866 < 1.0 - 0.9 1 2 0 .272 3*4 ♦ 3*0

12 4 0 •9^0 1.6 - 2.3 3 2 0 *334 21.0 +15*0

5 2 0 *433 15*2 ♦ 5*5
1 5 0 ♦660 19*0 ♦23*9

♦ 5*6
7 2 0 *550 2.9 ♦ 0.9

3 5 0 .688 4*2
9 2 0 .674 19.2 ♦16.8

5 5 0 •741 7*0 <* 6.8
11 2 0 .802 2.1 - 2.5

7 5 0 .815 1*4 ♦ 1*2
13 2 0 *935 < 0.7 ♦ 2.0

9 3 0 •904 < O.S ♦ £.7

2 3 0 *417 5.6 ♦ 7*5
2 6 0 .800 6.6 - 7*5

4 3 0 *476 17*3 •16.4
4 6 0 ITlCO« 2.0 ♦ 0.7

6 3 0 *371 2.7 * 1.5
6 6 0 .890 < 1.0 * 0.4

8 3 0 .6(8 8.9 *12.1
8 6 0 .961 < 0.3 ♦ 0.2

10 3 0 *795 10.7 *10.7

1 7 0 .922 4*1 ♦ 2*3 12 3 0 .916 2.6 * 3*9

3 7 0 *942 4*2 - 4*3
''

v. M&i
1 4 0 *530 12.2 416.9

5 7 0 •981 1*3 - 2.4
3 4 0 *563 3*4 - 6.0
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k 1 sine F
0 P0 h k X aint p

« ■

P
0

4 0 • 529 12.7 4-13.0 13 1 13 .609 < 0.8 - 0.5

4 0 •T13 7.9 ♦ 9.8 15 1 T5 .699 1*7 * 4*6

4 0 .812 5.1 4 4.5 17 1 7? .790 <- 0.8 4 1.6

4 0 .922 < 1.0 ♦ 1.2 19 1 7? .879 13.8 -13.4

21 1 21" .970 1.4 4 2*3
5 0 .670 6.8 ♦ 9.9

5 0 .711 8.0 - 6.9 2 2 2 *279 1*9 0.0

5 0 .776 2.9 4 0.7 4 2 4 .320 22.8 +19.3

5 0 .657 1.4 * 1 »4 6 2 7 .381 17.8 -16.6

5 0 •951 < 0.0 ♦ 0.3 8 2 7 .453 17.5 -15.0

10
tmmm

2 10 .328 1*7 4 1.1
6 0 •791 11.4 •»f 9*8

12 2 7*2 .609 12.5 - 9*7
6 0 .815 0.6 ** 0.4

14 274 .693 7*5 4 8.4
6 0 .860 2.8 - 3.7

2 7716 .773 4.8 ♦ 5*7
6 0 .924 < 0.9 - 0,9

27718 .865 1.1 - 3.2

7 0 .930 4*2 4 0.8 20 2 20 •954 3.5 4 2»9

7 0 .960 4.7 4 6*9
1 3 T *395 6*6 4 8.8

1 T .139 71.0 -72.8 3 3 3 .418 10*0 +14.3

1 3 .191 35.2 •"*29*3 5 3 5 •455 11 *8 +17.3

1 5 .264 l6.f •15.1 7
mm

3 7 •508 5.1 - 5*3

1 7 .347 24.6 4»5.0 9 3 9 *572 1*9 * 2.6

1 ? .433 4*6 « 4,6 11 3 77 .640 < 0.9 - 1.1

1 IT .520 13.1 4 6.4 13 3 13 •714 < 0.9 - 1.4
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k 1 aim Fo h k 1 alia) F
0

3 iff .791 0.9 ♦ 1.4 2 6 f .792 5.3 ♦ 8.2

317 .873 1.3 - 0.2 4 6 4 .808 1.5 - 1.0

3T9 .955 1*2 • 1.7 6 6 ff .836 1.0 - 1.9

8 6 ff .869 < 0.7 0.0

4 T .532 1.1 - 3.5
6 1010 .911 2.7 - 4.3

4 I •557 14.7 -14.7
12 6 7ff .960 1*2 — 4»2

4 ff .593 7.1 ♦ 7.3

4 7 .641 7.4 . 6.8 1 7 T .919 2.5 ♦ 1.0

4 Tff .697 3.8 ♦ 3.6 3 7 3 .929 2.5 * 5.8

4 Tff .762 6.6 ♦ 7.0 5 7 5 •947 2.0 * 4.3

4 14 .828 5.4 - 5.9 7 7 7 .975 3.7 - 3.1

4 iff ♦900 1.1 • 1.1

41K
2 1 ff .160 12.8 +12.8

.977 ^ 0.4 ♦ 0.4
1 44 .225 38.4 -30.7

5 T •657 12.7 ♦16.5 6 1 ff .304 11.4 -11.2

5 3 .670 10.0 -10.2 & 1 ff •390 28.6 -19.6

5 5 .696 < 0.9 - 4.3 10 1 To .476 9.3 -40.1

5 7 .731 1.4 0.0 12
HI**"1

1 12. .564 < 0.8 + 1.2

5 9 .777 1.1 ♦ 0.4 14 1 14 .653 < 0.8 + 0.9

5 T7 .829 0.9 0.0 16 1 Tff .743 1.4 - 0*9

5TT .886 ^ 0.7 ♦ 1.0 18 1 "Tff .834 2.9 - 2.5

5lff .953 < 0.6 ♦ 1.6 20 1 20 .925 5.3 - 4*4
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k 1 Bine F. fc k 1 BIKC f
0 F„-0, „,

z T *266 2.4 - 2.1 1 4 T .527 2.1 ♦ 2.3

2 3 • 2# 14.7 ♦17.0 3 4 T .542 9.1 —12.6

2 5 .349 9.9 -12.6 5 4 T .574 14.3 -17.1

2 7 .415 45.2 +33.9 7
BMW

4 7 .615 3.7 4 5.2

2 9 •490 1.9 - 1.7 9 4 9 .663 4.0 - 9.0

2 TT .569 13.1 «"10.6 11 4 TT .727 5.9 - 5.9

2 13 ,650 0.9 - 1.9 13 4T3 •793 < :v9 4 0.6

2 1? .735 2.9 + 2.3 15 4 T*T •@64 < 0.8 - 2.7

£ 17 .822 1.4 - 1.1 17 4T7 .940 < 0.6 4 1.6

2 19 .909 1.3 - 0.7
2 5~2 .662 10.9 412.9

2 IT .996 0.8 — 1.0
4 5 4 ♦681 1.2 4 1,0

3 2 *404 1.2 4 0.7 6 5 ? .712 3.7 4 8.3

3 4 .435 17.0 416.0 8 5 3 •753 2.7 4 0.1

3 IT .480 5.3 - 4.7 10 5 To .801 < 0.9 - 1.7

3 7 .539 4.6 4 6.6 12 5 T2 .856 < 0.8 + 0.2

3 To .604 1.7 4 1.4 14 5 H .917 < 0.7 - 1.0

3 12 .676 19.0 *19.5 16
■■Mil'Mi

5 T£ .984 3.8 - 5-9

3T4 .752 7.9 - 9.8 •OM

.768
www

3 Te
1 6 1 2.9 - 3.1

.840 3.8 4 4«4
3 6 3 .799 3.2 - 2.5

3 Te .914 2.0 ♦ 1.1
< 0.8 — 0.65 6 5 .819

3W #996 1.8 4 3*9
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Halving® observed are (hQl) lien h is odd

(Okl) when 1 lu odd.

1%* space group is therefor© either - Pbcra Ho. 5? <» • Poa2}
Ho. 2$t the former being centroaymiaetxic. Intercity data (Table 10)

was collected, from itsiseenberg photographs taken about the three principal

axes and correlated using the high fltm to film ratio m described in

Section lll(i).

The la axis reciprocal lattice (Fig. 10) shows six well defined

bessene ring greupe the positions of which indicate that the molecule lie®

almost flat in the (QIC) plane wad that its length ie approximately parallii!

to the a, axis in this projection.

The fit tistioal test for centrocy;r.tretxy suggested by How©lie,

Phillips and Eager# (27) g&ve a distribution curve for the structure

factors of the (hOl) j&om shioh strongly suggested that the projection

possessed a centre of symmetry. On this aosuitption the space group is

Fbcra and the representstive raelecsul# may be placed either at (0,0,0) or

(|*,0,0). Either way a fit say be foural for the (h.,0,0) reflexions
except that the (2,0,0) reflexion has a calculated value of about 15°

compared with the neximua observed value of 30. To obtain agreensent for

this plane it is nooeoaary for the centre of the ejoleoule to lie very

close to, but not exactly at, ^ ja, which in turn necessitates the
adoption of tin noxr-centrosyr® etric space group Fas2L. In fact packing

considerations rule out the space group fbcas since the existence of the
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sairror plane requires parts of ad^&oent mlooulm to sppror-.cJb within

i »5 t of on© another. The usual minimus separation observed is in the

region cf 3*5 X #
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IV Cii> aaa&LflBg
structure, & <»•; a ccordinatoa

From the (hOl) weighted reciprocal lattice it was evident that

the plan© of the r.ioioculo was not far fro® the (010). The benzene ring

derived from this pattern was ambiguous to the extent that a rotation

of about 20° about the &_ axis was possible and also an inclination of

the axi© ef the ring of about 5° to the jt axis in prelection.

Packing consideration* in the long flat cell required that the long axle

of the molecule should. be roughly parallel to the j* aria. The

limitation of • 5° wae accepted for the fitting of preliminary trial

structures to the (h,G,G) reflexions.

The position of the rolecule in the z direction is arbitrary so

that it w&o only necessary to find the x coordinate of the molecular

centre. For this purpose 16 (fc,0,O) reflex testis were available so that

the fitting ecu Id be done with mm precision. The ©isallmese of the

(2,0,0) reflexion showed that the centre wee close to a/8. However,

other reflexions with h » 4'n ♦ 2 wore large indicating eosse displaces®nt

froc this position. The centre was finally fixed at 0.107 &•

Fitting of the (0,0,1) reflexions required setae tilting and turning of

the ©eleoule which tended to worsen the agreement of the (h,0,O)

reflexions. This was taken to indicate come departure of the molecule

from the aytoaetry implied by its structural fcrania. bather than

explore a series of bent structures at this ©tug© it was decided to seek
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a reasonable oo»pr©»ls« position using the plane structure and to

refine it by mam of F Fourier syntheses. A calculation of 8i large

plants of the zone gave a reliability index of 0*394* 54 of these

sere included in an ? Fourier synthesis which gave a veil resolved

picture of the three oentral rings* The atoms in the end rings wore

resolved but the peaks vers less regular and generally lower than in

the central rings* The end rings tbe&eelves mra also sosewhat

distorted. However, coordinates taken fro® this Fourier gave a

reliability index of 0.337 so that prospects of refinement ©e©®e& good.

A second F Fourier was calculated whereupon it was seen that some
©

error© observed in the previous synthesis had tended to persist. In

particular spurious peaks appeared between the qulncnee and the end.

rings in such positions ae to give the impression of badly formed

bensene rings. Changes in coordinates from the previous set were

generally slight suggesting that improvement of reliability might be

snail* These considerations cast mm doubt on the correctness of

the structure. It was decided to investigate a different orientation

which was obtainable free the original by completing the badly formd

rings and identifying two other peaks with the quinonec. This was

equivalent to rovers inf the posit iv® direction of the z axis*

Structure factors were calculated in parallel for the two structures,

giving reliabilities for the old and vmr orientation© of 0.2^8 and

0.280 respectively. This was taken as sufficient justification for
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©hanging to the new orientation.

Fro® this point onwards refine&e&t of this mm was carried cut

on the Ferranti ♦Peg; sua1 Electronic Computer at Northampton

Polytechnic with the kind assistance of combers of the Chemical

Crystallography . apartment of University College, London.

The nethoc used for the most part w&e that of Least Squares

(28,2$)• After the calculation of the structure factors a series of

partial differential equation® are out up in terms of F *» f ami. theG C

coordinate shifts required to reduce this difference to aero. The

form of the equations ls*~

AP(bOl) - + . • . • + d,iXfeyfi

„ mm.a., ♦ .hian a.an, 1 8*n n
There is one equation for each structure factor to he used in the

refinement. These should number at least twice the number of individual

coordinates to be refined. The observational equations are reduced

to the normal equations by a process of least squares and the latter

are solved for Ax and As.

Although by suitable approximations the work may bo kept within

rest;enable bounds, one cycle of refinement using a desk calculating-

machine might take a week or more. Using on electronic digital

computer with a standard cryata-logr&phic pro* xaane it is possible, after

spending perhaps two hours punching tape® of structure factors, cell
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and space group data, to perform cycles of Insist e«?u?.rea refinement at

the rata of one cycle in 40 sAnaies* The degree of accuracy obtainable

is also considerably greater than with sn&nual computation.

Storting with the i and a coordinates which gave a reliability

index of 0#28o for tie (hC<l) tone, three cycles of refinement were

cooputed. The iaproveaent produced by the first cycle was small, about

t .<>>.•, but after the second cycle the reliability improved to 0.230.

Ih© reason for this sudden improvement seemed to be that the coordinate

shifts at first produced were much too large and that these were

largely corrected for by smaller reversed shifts in the second cycle.

After the second cycle it was thought advisable to ecaputs a

difference Fourier and this was done using the structure factors which

were calculated fret the second cycle coordinates and which were the

startir^ point of the third cycle. At this point the third cycle

coordinates had been obtained but structure factors not calculated for

them. The purpose of the difference Fourier was partly to check that

the refinement m» not being forced in the wrong direction. This

might be reoot nisab.e as the appearance of large peaks where none should

be. bince no such peals were visible it was possible to use the

difference mpt both to improve the coordinates and to calculate change©

in the individual atonic temperature factors. The latter had been

aeslgned arbitrarily according to ©ton type, i.e. oxygen, carbon bonded

to three other carbon atone or carbon bonded to two carbon and one

i
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The combined effect of th«se sodifioat ions was to improve too

reliability to 0*190* After the fourth cycle toe coaputer indicated

change* both of scale suae? overall temperature factor* These were

regarded with suspicion in view of toe inclusion of a number of

unobserved refleadens in the calculations* A scale factor 1*04 was

finally settled on and a reliability of 0*205 was obtained for. the

fourth cycle coordinates* This setback suggested that too re^inerent

had begun to oscillate again* To correct for tfcic the tne&n coordinates

fro® the fourth and fifth cycles were taken and in subsequent cycle*

only hs-lf the indicated shifts wex4© applied* The compromise

coordinates produced a reliability of 0*160* The sixth cycle reduced

it to 0*152 and toe seventh to 0*135* The final coordinates for this

projection are the product of the eighth cycle of refinement, the

final structure factor table® the product of the seventh cycle

coordinates* These structure fact,era were used to compute a final ?

Fourier synthesis including 110 of the 111 visible reflexions (fig* 15)*

* m&L Z smUm&sa.

Although to® refined x and z coordinates gave a molecule of

peculiar chape with aany bends abnormally long cr short in projection

they r.oro thought sufficiently good for the x coordinates to be used

unaltered during the search for an approximate structure in the (bkO)

projection* From the (hOl) projection the molecule was obviously

lent but the form of bending was unclear* Such evidence as there was
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Finally, in di- eot contradiction to the evidence from the qulnone bonds

mentioned, it was found possible to obtain & fit with the bend of the

molecule reversed* To obtain the beet structure factor agreement it

w&e alee necessary to reverse the tilt of the quinone bonds with the

result that the bond 2-14 became almost twice as long as 1 - 3*

This structure gave a reliability index of 0*38*

When further adjustment of orientation of the molecule and minor

changes to the oxygen atoms produced no further improvement, a prooeas

c? manual refinement was embarked upon with the object of proving that

the structure was essentially correct before attempting least squares

refinement by mechanical means.

The course adopted was to set up the differential equations for

A? in terse of ,Ay, as for least squares, in the for® of a table

of gradients. The direction of shift of each coordinate which would

produce a net improvement was found by averaging tho requirements for

all the planes* It was found useful to prepare a second table shewing

the direction of shift required to reduce AF, together with the

magnitude of the effect which unit shift in that direction would produce.

A sunxation over all the planes for each atom then gave the direction

of the shift and an indication of its magnitude. This table allowed

the ob;.nges in A F to be computed quickly and enabled a second set of

shiftfe to be estimated without recalculation of the gradients.

Attempts to use a limited number of reflexions, about half the

total number, for which agreement was poor, were unsuccessful, since
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at the start to 0.265.

Sirica edjuetnant of the coordinates and temperature factors

between eye lee was tics© oonauning and prevented their bain* fed directly

into the machine for a second cycle, refiarwaont of the temperature

factors was postponed until the y coordinates had been improved when it

was hoped that ATS'b would be core reasonable. x and y coordinates

were therefore refined for 4 cycles. Seat shifts of 0.2 I were

obtained for both x and y coordinates end the reliability index fell

first to 0.205 and then hovered about 0.180. ,eiineaaent of B was

resumed in the sixth cycle. The maxlaws v«A e of AB in this cycle

was - 2.82 and of Ay was 9.069 These ware accepted since all the

B»s were still positive and & calculation of the structure factors with

the new parameters gave a reliability index of 0.142. Cycle seven

produced maximum charts B * 1 #30 and y m 0.033 § and a reliability

index of 0.130. The changes in parameters produced by the eighth cycle

were too small to warrant recalculation o? structure factors.

The inclusion of the hydrogen atom contributions at the conclusion

Of refinement had the unfortunate effect of worsening the reliability

index to 0.147. The same corrections were applied to the previous

set of structure factors whon the same degree of deterioration was

obtained. The Indication is that the hydrogen contributions should

have been introduced at an earlier stage to prevent spurious shifts

in the oxygen and carbon coordinates. This is tho more necessary in
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the preaeat instance olno® the total number of parameters refined is

cot such lose than the masher of reflexions usee. However, this ease

paucity of data fashes the continuation of refinement sees unrewarding so

that further efforts have been left until more ooa^lote data can "bo

obtained. The need for full-scale throe Aiaenalocal refinement will

"becoffia apparent. during the diocuesicn of the structure in its present

state of refinement.

The reliability indices at this stage are

•*(0,0,1) . 0.147

h (0,1,0) - 0.135

S(1,0,0) * 0.189

& for the (1,0,0) prelection was calculated neglecting the contribution

of the (0,1,2) reflexion which clearly suffers severely from extinction.

Practically all the atews lie in or ©lose to this plane#

The final carbon and oxygen parameters are shown in Table 8 and

the hydrogen parameters in Table 5* Fourier oynt^sos for the two

projections studied are shown in figures 19 and 20.
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1

2

3

4

5

6
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9

10
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12
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15

16
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18

19
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mm && ^»r* mmum

'■t IM • 3T, t jlJL MM)
1.824 t ♦01 0.390 1.837 5.27 5.0

4.605 t .025 2.430 -2.153 9.19 5.0

2.387 1 .015 0.373 1.062 3.96 4*1

3.788 t .06 0.469 1 #009 2.8o 4*1

4*414
*
mm .02 -0.139 2.351 2.25 4.1

5.854 +
mm .035 -0.350 2.625 4.19 3*6

6.662 t .07 0.273 1.514 4.17 4.1

8.084 t .02 -0.274 1.679 4.33 4.1

8.829 t .05 O.O38 0.845 5.68 4.9

8.090 t .025 0.023 —0.456 5.58 4.9

6.804 £ .07 1.125 -0.545 3.92 4.1

6.000 £ .01 0.507 0.345 2.71 4.1

4.695 t .075 1.008 0.159 -r 1 .24 4.1

3.793 1 .055 1.386 -1.023 4.16 4.1

2.467
♦
mm .005 1.424 -1.103 4.66 4*1

1.979 +
mm .06 1.661 -2.255 ~ 6.59 4.1

0.308 ♦
.025 1.932 —2.416 <y 1.66 3.6

—0.647 ♦
«» .005 1.034 -1.325 ^ 4.71 4.1

-1.029
♦
«■» .06 1.408 -1.526 v 5.87 4.1
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Atora *1 x! &! IMU
20 -2.696 1 .025 1.215 -0.351 x 6.39 4.9

21 •2.054
♦
«*• •9^5 0.333 0.665 ^ 2.53 4.9

22 -0.607
+

•03 0.155 0.541' 4.14 4.1

23 0.166 #
*• .045 0.580 -0.056 / 2.67 4.1

24 1.529 .01 0.825 -0.104 * 3*12 4.1

Ti*e x coon'sis*tea are tLo £*»&a of tfeece derived fareas tie (hkO)

«uui (bOl) i>ro4ectioKs. .be decree of divert u»ce \et«Mn tbea

ia iisulcnted by *lw» possible ©rrere aa&I(n.ed.
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mi

mam1 aateaata aaa ^

AtOSS 3Ll X1 jl!
1 3.80 -O.43 3.19

» • •. *

2 6.6? -O.83 3.60

3 8.68 -0.89 2.64

4 9.92 -0.12 1.01

5 8.63 1.31 -1.33

6 6.34 1.68 -1.65

1 2.66 2.31 -3»12

8 -0.20 2.50 -3. so

9 -2.29 2.03 -2.40

10 —J.^9 1 *62 —O.46

11 -2.69 0.10 1.32

12 -0.14 -0.41 1.84

a. fRotor B * 5«0 wf.s ua&ed tfcrou£*htut.



tabu; 10

a&amlJBg 8&>sstM&k mswsma. CMftaa

h k 1 sin£ »Fo« 'V 00&e elm |AF|

0 0 0 «a* 640 - «W

0 0 2 •120 199-3 147.5 .989 .148 7.8

0 o 4 39»6 4wC -••893 .316 1.4

0 0 6 •339 19-7 20,2 .861 —907 0.5

0 0 8 .419 18.8 20.7 -.774 —633 1.9

0 0 10 14.4 10.9 .960 .286 3.9

0 0 12 .718 21.2 16.s .397 —919 4.3

0 0 14 •888 4*8 6.6 -.047 —993 2*0

G 0 16 .936 6.8 9*4 •426 .908 2.6

0 1 0 ♦2u0 93.9 90.9 1.000 n0U0 3.0

0 1 2 •234 63.C 197.0 • 233 • 968 114.0

0 1 4 .312 10.9 19-5 -.208 .975 4*6

0 1 6 .411 26.7 26.3 -749 •668 0.4

0 1 8 •5»9 < 4.2 3.6 .830 -•320 *»

0 1 10 .631 21.6 19.4 -.223 —979 2.2

0 2 0 .401 12.1 12*6 WOO© .000 0.3

0 2 2 •4*9 40.3 69.2 —#639 .796 26,9

0 2 4 •468 40.1 93.2 -.632 .750 13.1

0 2 6 •539 13.9 13.9 -.784 «6t 6 0.0

0 2 B .629 33.3 24.9 -1.000 .000 8.8



9U

h k 1 eirtf) I f I
0 IV ©0®e »in& lAf I

0 2 10 .720 23.8 5.8 -.582 .812 18.0

0 3 0 .601 < 4.0 14.1 1.000 .000 -

0 3 2 .615 U.7 9.8 .246 •.972 3.9

0 3 4 .649 15.9 19.4 -.730 -.615 3.5

0 3 6 .702 4. 4.8 14.4 -♦946 .326 m

0 3 8 .770 16.5 7.2 -1.000 .000 9.3

0 4 0 .802 6.5 3.8 -1.000 .000 2.7

2 0 0 .054 17.0 22.1 1.000 .000 3.1

2 0 1 .081 53.7 76.0 —»145 .990 20.3

2 0 2 .131 43.4 37.5 .092 -•997 12.1

2 0 3 .188 54.0 58.2 -.016 -1.000 4.2

2 0 4 .246 42.4 41.4 —*464 .886 1.0

2 0 5 .304 31 *1 25.0 -.101 .995 6.1

2 0 6 .362 9.1 7.5 -.271 .962 1.6

2 0 7 .423 5.0 4.6 .33c .3-60 0.4

2 0 8 .482 9.5 14.4 .314 .950 4.9

2 0 9 .541 16.8 13.8 -.915 -.400 3.0

2 0 10 .600 16.8 15.9 .742 -.670 0.9

2 0 11 .661 29.2 29.6 -.591 .806 0.4

2 0 12 .719 22.0 26*4 .662 -.750 4.4

2 0 13 .779 13.8 12.3 -.075 1.000 1.5

4 0 0 .108 32.7 38.2 1.000 • QCO 5.3
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h k 1 eiiiO . |F 1
• o' IV eosa sim |Af|

4 0 1 .124 13.2 14.2 *".422 -.903 1.0

4 0 2 .162 16.6 21.4 *764 .646 4.8

4 0 3 .210 32.1 39.9 -.970 -.234 7.4

4 0 4 ♦ 264 18.8 13.9 *999 -.299 5*3

4 0 5 .318 99*2 91.6 •907 -.420 3*6

4 0 6 .379 29.2 27.8 *938 —.843 1 *4

4 0 7 ♦433 29.8 33.2 •980 .193 3*4

4 0 8 .491 16.8 19*7 .994 -.126 2*9

4 a 9 •949 11.2 10.7 —915 -.405 0*5

4 0 10 *608 8*2 3.8 ♦727 ♦70$ 4*4

4 0 11 .669 19.6 9*7 .98? *190 9*9

4 0 12 .729 20.1 16.4 —• 903 -.428 3.7

4 a 13 .789 19*7 13.5 .928 *8^2 £.2

6 0 0 .162 23*6 29*1 —1*000 .000 5*5

6 0 1 ♦173 31*6 34.2 -*397 -.917 2.6

6 0 2 .202 37.9 43*8 -.970 -.242 5*1

6 0 3 •242 7.4 6*0 -.452 .892 1.4

6 0 4 .290 42.8 42*4 .676 .737 0.4

6 0 5 ♦340 73*2 70.0 .216 *977 3*2

6 0 6 ♦ 394 44.8 49.8 *989 *808 1.0

6 0 7 .490 26.7 36.1 *918 9.4

6 0 8 .509 15.3 12.8 -.985 ♦160 2.5 ,

6 0 9 .962 11*5 12*5 •*.690 *760 1.0
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a k X ,F*<
,, ,TV cosa 8iB£ |AF|

»
> 0 JO •■620 17.1 14.4 .390 .169 2.7
i

> 0 11 *680 12.6 13.2 -♦997 -.079 0.6

i 0 0 •216 37 .a 43.3 —}.040 •000 6.3

i 0 1 *224 33. 0 37.3 .>66 .823 4.3

! 0 2 .247 24.6 23.9 •340 —.940 1.3

1 0 3 .281 43.1 6.9 1.000 *038 6.2

I o 4 .323 21*6 19.7 .550 -♦833 1.9

1 O 5 .369 57.7 36.5 *206 •980 1.2

J 0 6 •418 36.1 37.3 —.663 -.747 1.4

o 7 .471 29.6 36.1 .613 ♦790 6.3

O 8 •529 10.2 11.8 *•339 -.823 1.6

0 9 .980 11*7 11.2 • 240 -♦370 0.5

0 10 .636 ^ 9.0 6.1 .873 —#486 m

0 11 .634 <83.0 3*4 1.000 -.032 m

0 0 *270 3*0 6*3 1.000 •000 1*3

0 1 .276 12.3 9.8 —.300 -.866 2.5

0 2 .295 24*6 24 *9 .734 •680 0.3

0 3 .324 28.3 30.8 .020 1 *000 £•5

0 4 .361 23.8 26.4 • 968 .293 2.6

0 5 •402 15.8 16.1 -1 .000 -.042 0.3

0 6 .448 27.6 24.1 •.932 .361 3.5

0 7 ♦499 16.0 15.6 -.399 -.915 0.4

0 8 •549 < 8.1 6.4 -*918 -•330 **



h k I IV »v com eir.fi |A?|

10 o 9 *603 < 8.5 4*4 .837 -54S

10 0 10 •656 < 9.0 6.6 •950 -.313 •

12 0 0 ♦323 36«0 39.1 1.000 #000 3.1

12 0 1 ♦330 58*5 62.9 *315 •.950 1.4

12 0 2 ♦345 30.5 31*5 .070 -.997 1.0

12 0 3 •370 18.4 21.7 .597 .803 3*3

12 0 4 •404 10*9 19.1 *0»94 •996 8.2

■12 0 5 •441 15.6 13.8 -♦547 .835 1.8

■12 0 6 •4«3 15.O 18.7 ♦930 -.370 3.7

■12 0 ? ♦530 8.4 8*1 -,1000 .010 0.3

120 8 ♦579 < a.3 8.0 ••765 —.640 -

14 0 0 ♦37? 84.4 90*8 1*000 ♦000 6.4

*4 0 1 .382 27»7 20.6 *980 •180 7.1

*4 0 2 ♦396 19*1 14.7 .183 .983 4.4

-14 0 3 *418 10.1 16.7 -275 •*.960 6.6

'4 0 4 •448 13*7 16.9 -.941 •340 3.2

4 0 5 •482 13.0 12.8 —.875 *481 0.2

4 0 6 •520 8,3 10.1 1.000 .055 1.8

4 0 7 •564 < 6.2 6.7 .880 .485 4**

4 0 8 ,610 < 8.5 5*2 -.338 *946 -

■6 0 0 •431 8.0 7*5 —I#000 •OOG 0.5

■6 0 2 •446 < 8.3 2.3 -.310 ♦ 950 -

0v>1 .46? 16.9 15 *9 .530 .850 1.0
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h k 1 ■V !p,l e©8G aim |AF|

16 0 4 .493 7.9 9*1 •.215 .978 1,2

16 0 5 .524 < 7.7 10.4 »06l 1,000

16 0 6 < 8.1 2.9 -.930 .328 -

16 0 7 •6c;0 < 8.5 13.0 ■*.068 -.996 -

16 c 8 •644 < 8.8 2*4 .000 1.000 <*•

8 0 0 .485 4.6 4.3 1,000 ,000 0,3

"8 0 2 10.1 7.9 -,963 .252 2*2

8 0 a .517 < 7.4 7.4 -*994 ,027 «*>

8 0 4 •541 7.6 8.2 ,965 .175 0.6

8 0 9 .570 28.7 25.7 •996 —,064 3.0

8 0 6 .603 43.7 43.6 .930 —•366 1,9

8 0 7 .640 3U4 34.1 ♦970 ,245 2.7

8 0 8 •682 19.5 23.0 1.000 -.030 3.5

®c 0 0 •539 6.4 10.4 -1 *000 .000 4.0

§0 0 2 .553 12.0 8*1 -.995 -.093 3,9

<0 0 3 •569 10.1 12. i -.798 -♦60S 2.0

■fO 0 4 .591 17.3 26.2 .631 -.957 S.9

»0 0 5 ♦618 38.1 44.2 -.289 •958 6.1

»o 0 6 .648 15.4 19*3 1.000 .035 3.9

■o 0 7 .684 19.0 18.1 .096 1 ,000 0.9

12 0 0 •593 14.9 17.6 -1 *000 .000 2.7

■2 0 3 .619 < 8.6 9.7 ,616 -»790 -

■2 0 4
/

.639 15.7 10.2 .590 -.817 5.5
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h k 1 aifte f
0

A?

3 1 0 .216 4.43 >»12 <•0.69

3 2 0 .406 -13.20 -12.65 -0.35

3 3 0 *6o6 -IO.38 -10.23 -0.15

3 4 0 •805 5.19 5.48 -0.29

4 1 0 .227 39.59 37.55 2.04

4 2 0 •4*4 4.22 2.06 2 v.l 6

5 1 0 •241 -16.S7 -21.32 4.45

5 2 0 .423 - 7.57 — 8.42 O.85

5 3 0 ♦615 - 3.79 - 5.27 1.48

5 4 0 •Cl 2 3.68 3*60 0.08

6 1 0 •257 - 5.06 - 2.67 -2.41

6 2 0 .431 7.68 3.53 4.15

7 1 0 .275 27.58 23.91 3.67

7 2 0 .443 - 5.95 - 8.12 2.17

8 2 Q •455 - 7.03 — 3.93 -3.10

9 1 a .315 - 3.35 - 5.78 2.43

9 2 0 .468 - 3.79 -1.39 -2.40

10 1 0 .336 4.65 4.61 0.04

10 2 a *482 11.90 12.49 -0.59

10 4 0 .845 - 3.46 - 5.69 2.23

11 2 0 .498 4.00 8.54 -4.54

11 3 Q .670 - 7.25 - 7.14 -0.11

12 1 0 .380 -21.96 -23.87 1.91
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b k 1 Bins F
0 F. A V

12 2 0 •515 6.81 7.26 -0.45

12 3 0 .682 4.54 5.31 -0.77

12 4 0 ,863 7.36 6.95 0.41

13 1 0 •404 31.80 22.49 2.31

13 3 0 ♦696 - 3.89 - 2.86 -1.03

13 4 0 .874 - 6.17 -4.57 -1.60

14 1 0 •427 26.39 26.53 —0.14

14 2 0 •550 10.38 12.7S -2.40

14 4 0 *885 * 6*22 - 9.40 2.48

15 1 0 .451 5*30 1.09 3.41

15 2 0 ,569 8.33 7.35 0.98

15 3 Q .724 3.82 3.70 0.19

15 4 0 .897 4.65 6.73 —2.08

16 1 0 •475 - 7.25 - 5.83 —1 *62

16 3 0 .740 - 9»5£ -11.39 1.87

1? 1 0 .500 - 4*00 • 3.43 - 0.57

17 3 0 •755 -16.12 -16.11 -0.01

17 4 0 •223 - 3.79 - O.90 —2 • 89

18 1 0 •525 - 7.79 - 7.31 -0.48

18 2 0 .629 —14.49 -12.17 -2.32

18 3 0 •772 - 7*H - S.74 1.60

19 1 0 •550 - 7.36 - 3.52 -3.84

19 2 0 .650 — 8.11 - 3.40 -4.71



h k 1 einfe ^0 rfo 43 F

19 3 0 .7^9 3.79 4*85 -1.06

19 4 0 ♦951 4*54 1.84 2*70

20 2 0 .671 - 6.71 - 4.22 -2,49

21 1 0 •601 5.19 4.95 0.24

21 2 0 .693 - 5.41 - 7.18 1*77

21 3 0 .825 6.06 11*41 -5*35

21 4 0 ♦980 2*49 4*65 —2,16

22 3 0 .843 - 4.76 - 4*37 -0,39

23 2 0 • 738 * 6.71 -10,20 3*49

24 2 0 .762 -5.41 - 4*02 -0.59

25 3 0 .903 • 4.11 — 4*01 -0.10

26 1 0 .729 3.89 2,89 1.00

27 1 0 *755 —14*28 - 9*59 — 4,69

28 1 0 .781 7*46 6.03 1*43

29 1 0 ♦807 4.11 3*40 0.71
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Cl»Bieal2y equivalent bonds are eiiown side by aid*#

W. .1 iW PMwat $

*1-3 0.96 x 2 mm 14 1.74

3-4 1*41 14 mm 15 1.33

4-5 1.60 15 mm 16 1.27

4-13 1.33 15 m 24 1.49

5-6 1.48 16 m 17 1.70

6-7 1.51 17 m 18 U71

7-6 1*53 18 m 19 1.S6

i «Mb to 1.36 18 m 23 1.57

C\ICO 1.16 19 mm 20 1.44

9-10 1.69 20 - 21 1.50

10 - 11 1.32 21 - 22 1.52

11 - 12 1.34 22 «*» 23 1.33

12 - 13 1.45 23 m 24 1.39

13 - 14 1.51 24- mm 3 1.52

x indicates C » 0 bonds.

The effects of ateric hindrance between the oxygen atos» cad

the end rings of the ©olecule ©r© seen in the intramolecular distances
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of data* 111 refiexicne were observed sad a further 17 unobserved

ones were used in the least squares refinement* The number of

parameters refined was $0, including overall scale and temperature

factors so that the least squares refinement should "be valid* On the

other hand the observed reflexions total ieee than half the nussber

possible for this sons* In particular there are very fee observed

outside the benaenu circle* Without these high angle reflexions it

is probably not possible to get a very good degree of accuracy*

There is also a suspicion that some systematic ertors have crept into

the estisaniiOB of the reflexion intensities* On account of the length

and curvature of the needle shaped crystal used, setae of the large

spacing reflexion# are elongated while a focussing effect has tended to

reduce the length of certain other reflexions end henee to increase

their peak Intensity* The effect of this on the structure factor

tables is not expected to be large but clearly should be removed before

the highest a. curacy can be daisied*

The position in the (hkQ) projection is roughly the reverse of

that described above. The data is regarded as accurate since the

crystal used was a ©ore suitable shape and corrections for variable spot

shape were applied to the tosoured intensities* It is also tsore

consist# and the reflexions not observed are evidently very small*

However, there are only 87 observed reflexions which Is strictly

inadequate for least squares refinement of 3 x 24 parameters even if
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these mra performed by the 'Kercury' ecsapwter using the

Standard progress?® devised "by 0*S# Mill®.

<** existed a good picture of the molecule is

obtained in this prefection (fig* i$>)« It was unexpected that atom 3

in the central ring would fail to bo received. tsm oxygen stoss 1 • The

rest ©f the otoass or© satisfactorily resolved and the peak positions

are in moderate soeerd with the cecvdinetoe en which tho synthesis is

based* It «a© sot thcuidbt profitable to extract peak coordinate* fr©E

the figure field for tho reasons ®dw«e«d in ¥* The carbon peak® are

*M»0

generally low, five of the® being less then 5oA and only two reaching

6»A * Them two are the & region atom 5 and 6 whore a high total

charge would be of interest in relation to biological potency*

However, this bond is of greater than average length where a abort bond

would be sore in keeping with a high total charge* The only other

points of interest in the two & regions are ib© hydrogen •peaks' of

1 *8 - 2*8 oa~2 attached, to thom. So other hydrogen peeks of this
em'O

height occur and while cone are 1 *0 - 1*5 eh high there are a number

of' spurious peaks of this height so that it would appear to be a case

of special pleading to attach significance to nam while ignoring

others# The evidence s» to the existence of intramolecular hydrogen

bonding is time unreliable, equally so for both oxygen atoms which

were thought to differ in this respect on the basis of the intra*

molecular distance* mentioned above* There Is also a 2*1 sa"£ peak
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definition of the seven-fold peak an' its aixxm image in x * /4

suggests that the petition of this end risg, if not it® ooisewhat

original shape, is reasonably certain. This vim i& supported by the

large are* of lew density imedlately adjacent to the peak. Beyond

this the electron density plot can offer wry little evidence either for

or against the present structure.

l&a&M te Ha, j&&k
An extended vice of the (fcOi) projection is shown in figure 22.

i'oleculea at y are ukcwn dotted.
■m%

The hi&b calculated crystal density of 1.44 ga cb J indicates

that packing is fairly close. A comparison of this structure with

1«2.$♦6.dlbenaanthraoene in its orthorbewibio fcr& (3d) reveals that the

two molecules occupy alEsost exactly the tmm volvase in the crystal, the

unit cell volume being 1419 & and 1415 respectively with 4 molecules

in each* The density of the latter eospeund is 1.28 gm oxT^ m that

the high density of the former is alonei exactly accounted for by the

increase in taolecuiar weight.
• v|f1

The extra space required by the quinone groups ia gained in the

(0,1,0) plane by the destruction of the centrocyte try of the

uasubstituted compound and a relative translation of the molecules in

the x direction of about 8 %* These groups then no longer clash with

one another and there is no atom of another saoleeule approaching closer

to thers than 3*8 a. In the y direction the short £ axle and the long



loa.

2-14 bond ?a-e re»po«®ihle for the very short distances, 2-13* ®ita

2 - 14* between molecules at adjacent lattice points, previously

Mentioned* In contrast the I - 3 bend is so short and is, noroover,

parallel to (0,1,0) that the oxygen ate© oases no closer than 3»6 $
to enjr other ate® in any direction#

Cm other close distance of approach is noteworthy* The

distance 9 ~ 20* between molecule# at (x,y,s) and at (i + x, 7, a) i&

$•28 S« Ibis dieteae# la ^roatly dependent on the accuracy of the

x coordinates* In particular the x coordinate of atom 9 has & possible

error of ~ 0»oj %» It is ale© nsoese&ry to note that the intramolecular

distant;® 9-20 is 11 *7 t where a distance of 11 #4 $ would be nortaal#

This abnerasally close approach of molecules la therefor© not well

established.
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atonic centre will lie.

The '■ slhod of refinement ntvrmlly used is that of the difference

Fourier. The function F er?£*i(hx + Is) Is computed ae for an

ordinary Fourier projection with f « F -• F , and corrections to theo o

assumed atomic positions are estimated from tine gradients ©f the functio

at these position®. The Fourier map obtained from this function i& a

plot of tlje electron density regaining after the aioaas iatheir assumed

position© hem boon reserved from the ♦true* electron density map.

If the positions have bean assumed correctly then both gradient and

density should be sere there. With the atorse incorrectly sited the

density ohould still be email butt the gradient may be large and the atoms

raset be roved up the gradient a distanoe depending on the steepness*

where p(diff) la the electron density of the difference synthesis and

p is the peak height of the F aynthesis. The process is equivalentO 0 y «. y
to minimising the function A » »&■ , the value of which is

*o
generally taken as being a measure a? the accuracy of the structure.

The difference Fourier refinement if continued over a sufficient

number of cycles should clearly correct for series termination errors

in the coordinates from the original Fourier synthesis and also for

any errors in the graphical location of the peaks. The refinement may

be greatly hindered by incorrect choice of scale or temperature factor

(Section III <lv) and IV (ii))# It is advisable to adjust these at

The shift r is given by
r •

.2
dp(dlffJ / a ' 0

® Or2
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the earliest stage possible aw?, to collate refinement tsy adjusting

the temperature factor of each atom individually*

The effect ©f random errors in the Magnitudes of the observed

structure factors ha* been shewn in a particular hypothetical case (31)
to have little effect on the coordinates derived fro® an Fourier

o

synthesis* The effect of these random errcre on refinement by

difference Fourier hm appsrsntly not been investigated. It is clear

that an error of a fear percent in the value of F say cause a large

peroertage er ?aa? in « Fq and nay even change its sign* The effect
of a number cf snob errors nay be either to prevent the convergence of

the refinement process or to lead to a wrong set of coordinates*

It is not obvious whether these effects will be large or whether thoy

will he small enough to be neglected. The moat likely method of

assessing the possible errors from this acure® appears to be the

application of the difference Fourier process to a series of hypothetic^

structures with random errors introduced into the calculated structure

factors*

A fresh approach to the problem of structure refinement by Perm

and Xball (22) attempts to apply systematic correct lows for melting

between adjacent atone* ?he profile of the projected atom ie assumed

to be of the fern p(r) * A exp.(-pr2} where pr is the electron density

at distance v from the peak, A Is the peek density end. p is a constant

which can be determined graphically from the figure field* If two
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such atone; ar© i leced at r « a and r * -a respectively* the combined

electron density is given by

p(r) « A«3tp(~p(r «* a)2} * Aexp(-p(r + a}2)
« function which hae maxima at r«^a where

(« - a) expC-fCe » ft)2) + (e * a) ©xp(~p(s + a)2) ® 0

hence

ft « e coth (2pea) ♦

fhe cuthere five a table of corrections (a - a) la terns of the observed

separations, 2r,-. of the atom© for various value® of j> ranging f«*l 3*0

to 5*0* The effect of masking i® Been to be negligible at a peek

separation creator than t.3 %• Where more than two atom are Involved

it lias beer, found possible t© deal with them in pairs an.-' to ceafcine

the resultant shifts of coordinate# veetcrially.

A further externlor of the above technique was made (3) to

oorrect for oaftkinf; and eerie# termination effects simultaneously*

The number of structure factor® available for a;y Fourier eyftthesie

is limited by the mvoiangth of the X radiation used so that the

scattering: curve may be thought of as cut off abruptly at einfi • 1 *0
2eia p

or s * 2*1*3 for copper SCa radiation# After the correct
max "

j. " ,mi
temperature factor has boon applied to the scattering curve the Fourier

integral of the latter sssy be calculated to give the corresponding

atomic profile* The relation ie (25)

p(r) * 2N» f(«) J0(2aer)de
where s * ap , ;(.) J, tl» wlu. of the scattering faotor at o* r is
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the distance from the atomic centra and J is the Bees®! function*
0

If s.
^ is infinite p(r) Is a smooth curve tot if s is small

the smooth peak to surrounded by a scries of diffraction ripples

beginning at about 1.0 X from the centre* fw© such curves may be

cedfcined in the same way m far the simple masking correction* The

shifts (a - a) mar t* obtained by csilculatin, the slop© at all point© of

the profile but a simpler ant scarcely lea© accurate wey its to combine

the two curves numerically and calculate the peak, position and hence

the required shift, assuming the peak to be of parabolic form over a

©sail rang®* The corrections used for the b satis pro .loot ion of

1«2* cyclopentouophonanthreno, ats! the profile from which they were

calculated are given in Table 12 (a) and (b).

Since the Gories termination effects extend to about 3*0 $ from

the atomic centre, in projection, the correction clue tc the preseno#

of as rany an ten other atoms easy require to be calculated. It has

been found useful to plot the peak positions* taken frora the Fourier

on s largo soale on millimetre graph paper, when the separation* can

be menaured directly and the corrections read from the table drawn in

on the diagram and summed geometrically.

It is clear that the accuracy of tise coordinate© produced by

this nethod depends very largely on the accuracy with which the peak

positions can bo estimated, which in turn depends on the sharpness

of the peaks. Since th© rate of convergence of the difference .Fourier

refinement depend* in the same way on tie sharpness of the peak© there
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fMQT be little to choose between the tso methods on this score.

mm.
:lm>led Dtc:-io . refill o&l,oulat©d freso terminated ©eatterira

curve for Anthracene

Distance fron
seek .

Electron
density

Distance froa

Tr smsk.
Electron
density

o*o 8 7*3155 eT2 1.6 £ 0.0276 oT2
0.1 6*9746 1*7 0.06S7

0*2 6,0222 1.8 0.0918

0.3 **.4316 1.9 0.0756

0*4 3*3072 2.0 0,0324

0.5 2.1012 2*1 -0.0132

0*6 1*2426 2.2 -0.0366

o*7 0.7536 2.3 -0.0312

0.8 O.546O 2.4 -0.0012

o*$ 0.4836 2.5 0*0276

1.0 0.4434 2,6 0.0372

1 *1 0.3554 2.7 0.0252

1*2 0.2334 2.8 C.OO36

1.3 0.1044 2*9 -O.0228

1.4 0.0198 3*0 -O.O312

1*5 -0.0027



MVt. n, fo)

for |%fe ri;r l*d c.tcnlo •roflle

Oeparaiion (2a) Oozreotlon Separation (2s) Correction
of fttone A B .of t^torae Ao

0*2 £ 0,1940 £ 1,7 £ -O.CO5O t
0*3 0,1650 1,8 0,0005

0,4 0.1345 1.9 0.0045

0.5 0*1040 2.0 0.0054

0*6 O.0717 2.1 0.0040

0,7 0,0403 2.2 0.0013

0.0 0.0140 2*3 -0.0025

0.9 G.0070 2.4 -0.0043

1*0 0.0095 2*5 -0,0028

1*1 0.0165 2,6 0.0002

1.2 0,0105 2*7 0.0026

1*3 0.0147 2,8 0.0035

1*4 0.0072 2,9 0.0024

1*5 -0,0005 3,0 0,0005

1.6 -0.0052
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'?Vc subjects, the (hOl) probation of 1 .P.cyolcpontonopberjmthrone

and the (Gkl) projection of 20.m©thy1oho1nntkrem (4}> mre selected for

K comparison of the efficiencies of the difference Courier nnd eerie©

termination correction methods of refinement.

In the (hOl) gone 15 out of 17 carbon atoa* are soil resolved and

masking correction©, while -«eg» enough to make a fair teat of the Method*

are not too auweroue to mkv cotlection tedious* Interns ieculor distance

are largo enough for masking fro® thio source to he negligible*

In the earlier stages this projection was refined using the almpl©

masking oorruotion in conjunction with difference syntheses. When J 97

of the aigno of the 215 observable planes had been determined the final

V Fourier e^nthesls ess ootaputed end tfeo peak positions found by the

9-poixre method of Burns and Iball (22)* In this method the highest

points on rows in the ficure field are found and joined to form ridge

lines. The intersection of two such ridge lines is the peak. kegnw

(32) suggests that a third ridge line should bo drawn when possible using

diagonal rows. If the three lima ore of equal reliability tl» area

enclosed at their intersections given a measure of the accuracy of the

peak coordinates.

Calculation Of the etructuro factors using these uncorrected

ocordimtoB gave a reliability index H • 0.150 for the gone. Ike

rippled atesic profile was then calculated from the Anthracene scattering
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curve given by Kctoerteoa (23) with the hydrogen atok contributions

renewed* fhis norms, code to Bc'oonjr's curve tor carbon (24) with a

teraperature factor 3 » 2*9* fho oerieo toroinatiou and masking

oorrootiot» w® determined graphically as described above* Those

coordinates produced a reliability in!!ex of 0*131* A single difference

Fourier was alee carried cut uaia^ the structure factors calculated for

the uncorrected peak coordinates* The reliability index then fell to

0*122. The shifts in atomic positions fro® the uncorrected

coordinate# wore 0.0245 a end C.Oit'7 $ for series termination and

difference Fourier respectively* The 1*1*3* differarc© between the two

seta of atomic position# was 0*016 f*
If the improvement in the reliability index i© taken m a erasure

of the improvement in the structure# it le clear that the difference

Fourier i» superior in this Instance* whether the difference between

the two sets of atonic coordlimtee i© greater or less than the

expected experimental error remains to be investigated.

An estimation of the accuracy of the Steele coordinates suesgr he made

by the method of Crulckshank (25)* The expression for the standard

deviation of the x coordimtes is t~

^hh

where « (^J » -2| [£ k* A Flj *
*lh - ( !£)„ * ~ 2PP*

4f . r,.%
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and the re- eining symbols have the usual meaning'* The Quantity A. >

is taker, as the curvsture of the calculated atomic profile at the peak.
2

Ob fitting the profile to the formula p - pj p a value of 73*0JP o

was obtained for the product 2ppft» standard deviations for the *
coordinates were then found to be O.OI01 8 and 0*009$ f respectively

and for the a coordinates 0.0083 f# Since these apply to the actual

coordinates they are not isaaedlately comparable with the S.M.S.

differences of position quoted above.

The effeotive standard deviation to be applied to the discussion

of the aignifioanoe of an apparent difference in atonic positions will

v&ry somewhat with the direction of the vector Joining theta. For

a random distribution of difference vectors the only course available

is to derive the- overall standard deviation as the square root of tie

sua of the squares of its components. then the difference vectors

have only a small spread about a cormon direction then the relevant

standard deviation is that relating to change® of position along the

co..-men direction. An pproximaticn to this quantity may be obtained

by constructing a parallelogram of side® equal to the standard

deviations of the coordinates and drawing a line in the required

direction through the origin to cut the parallelogram again. The

length of this line is the value of the required standard deviation*

This is equivalent to saying that the area in which an atomic centre

probably lies is a parallelogram whose sides are proportional to the
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

li

12

13

14

15

16

17
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mm. xx in
X, ill

Uncorrected 2* JaBfimtftA fcj
MMmm, zmJtes.

3. Correuted for Artf -

7.1561 7.1579 7.1630 •.0051

5*8033 5.8169 5.8294 -.0125

5.8262 5.8262 5*$4b$ ••0223

3*7996 3.7856 3*7939 -•.OO83

3.0600 3.0990 3.0670 .0320

4.3200 4.3028 4.2924 .0104

4.O689 4.0493 4.0247 .0246

5*3963 5.3708 5.3644 .0064

6.9517 6.9417 6.9476 *.0059

8*3514 8,3368 8,3113 .0255

8.2534 8.2449 8.2112 .0337

9.6488 9.6043 9.6019 ,0024

10.9123 10.9263 10.9526 —.•)263

11,1280 11.1390 11.1577 •0013

9.7697 9*7767 9.8056 -.0289

9.8911 9.9271 9.9370 -.0099

8.7091 8.7091 8.7469 -.0378

The U.K.S, value of As » .021 8

V
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msA $XM
ft, .cp.ordijmtca. (I; 1.2«c^oXojgectempben»ntbyen»

i&sJia* 1 • .fotPfflffygM 2. corr^pt^d ^ 3* £ggsagte&,;<>y Aik% r, 3)
ga^t.iw: ^ aeries

tarcdMtion

1 -0.0857 -0.0912 -0.0972 .0060

2 -2.3174 -2.3174 -2.3059 -.0115

3 -3.4355 -3.4355 -3.4273 -.0082

4 -5.8503 -5.8813 -5.9018 .0205

5 -5.5966 -5.9606 -5.9859 .0253

6 -3.6556 -3.6649 -3.6835 .0186

7 -2.9126 -2.9203 -2.9380 .0177

8 -0.7214 -0.72a; -0.7263 . 0021

9 0.6942 0.7047 0.7155 -.0106

10 3.011$ 2.9995 2.9807 .0188

11 3.0860 3.8966 3.8712 .0254

12 6.1541 6.1401 6.1328 .073

13 7.2893 7.3239 7.3402 -.0163

14 6.5774 6.5874 6.5840 .0034

15 4.3099 4.3059 4.3312 -.0213

16 3.4213 3.4353 3.4451 -.0098

17 1.3568 1.3568 1.3667 -.0099

Tha K.K.U value ©fZls is .015 f
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Fourier synthesis was computed for the zone the structure had already

undergone two ayelee of three<-dinaneicn&l difference Fourier

refinesent. The reliability index over till observed reflexions was

then 0.178. hubsequent2y two further cycles wer© performed, the

reliability then being 0.156.

The F^ Fourier synthesis was treated &e described for©

1.2.oyclopentencphensjitnr©iie. The series termination corrections were

smaller in the present ease since the fiteras are all well separated but

a greater number of atoes contributed to each correction due to the

fact that other molecules approaohed to within 3 £ In projection*

These coordinates produced the rather high reliability index of 0.212 &:

allowing; 2F for the inclusion of the hydrogen atemt, 0.190.

The uncorrected coordinates and the two note of "final"

coordinates are compared in Table 14(a) and (b)« Table 14 (0) contains

the actual differences between the atomic positions* In 15 cases out

of 21 the aerie© termination corrections can be seen to have brought

the uncorrected Fourier peak positions closer to the differential

synthesis coordinates* The eisee of the differences are of ©one

Interest. The ii.K.b* series termination correction is 0*014 £ while

the *Uh'«G* difference between uncorrected and differential synthesis

positions is 0.03$ X, showing plainly that the eerie© termination

corrections are inadequate in their present for©. This ©ay be

contrasted with the previous case in which the &*K*£« aerie© termination
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mm ii iia
l»1?\ <v, .

tea Ho. 1. nnoo«p»ot«4 from 2. 4th cyoX® 3. ftDrxttoted far 47 « 2
P foi.tr lor
JL. ...

jjerios twnainstien
AIMM;

A 4.6941 4.6801 4.6396 •*0095
B 5.4423 5.4909 5.4558 .0351
C 5.2660 5.2646 9.2730 -.0084
B 6.1188 6.1549 6.1346 .0203
£ 5.9345 5.9466 5.9495 -.00-29
F 4.8063 4.8279 4.8136 .0143
C 4.5870 4.6097 4.5910 .0187
H 3.5111 3.5196 3.5159 .0037
X 3.4740 3.4391 3.4820 —.0429

J 2.4218 2.4465 2.4278 ♦0187
£ 1.5422 1.5074 1.5281 -.0207
L 1.5520 1.5988 1.5407 .0581
M 2.6718 2.6392 2.6573 —#0l8l

V 2.8771 2.8471 2.8606 -.0135
0 3.9590 3.9301 3.9520 -.0219

P 4.1816 4.1568 4.1723 -.0155

Q 3.3360 3.3337 3.3232 .0105
R 3.5980 3.5849 3.5805 •0044

£ 5.3704 5.3529 5.3566 -.0037

T 4.5276 4.5847 4.53-39 .0458
V 2.2764 2.3091 2.2764 .0327
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W& 14 tYi

z&xtf C?j 20.z*X>xl<i;ioUx%i*em

jatoffljo. J. f ^correct .,,^,31 2. 3* S&BMAML a? j ,? &J
? Fourier dlffwntlal *«ri»a tgy^imtlon

A 8*3163 8.3481 8*3338 .0143

B 7*8162 7.8112 7*8215 -♦0103
C 6*4826 6*5157 6*4768 .0389
B 5*9742 5.9213 5*9742 .0171
S 4*7678 4*7506 4.7608 -.0102

F 3.9417 3.9368 3*9394 -,0026

6 2.6741 2.6720 2*6781 -.0061

H 1.8902 1*3106 1,8849 *0257
I 0*6927 O.6515 0*6904 .0389
J -0.2216 -0,2041 -0.221t .0170

K 0*2087 0.2234 0.2057 *0137
b 1*4459 1.4498 1.4582 -.OO84
11 2.3877 2.3723 2.3839 -.0116

8 3*6493 3-6493 3.6583 -.0090

0 / if <•*> 4.4326 4*4187 *0139

P 5.7445 5*7472 5*7445 .0027

Q 6.3011 6*3061 6.3146 -,(>085
H 7*5967 7*5699 7.5987 -.0088

8 1.9027 1*8806 1.8822 -.0014

f 0.4944 0*5314 0.4974 .0340

V -1.5751 -1.5660 -1.5889 .0229
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M (p,1

.t^thylcfyolcKthrene. i'jataftc&s bofrs&on atomic positions

A

B

C

X>

£

F

0

H

1

J

£.

L

13

K

0

F

Q
R

s

T

V

1• barlea termination
- Uncorrected

.0181

.0145

,0091

.0158

.0165

.0076

.0057

.0071

.0083

.0060

.0139

.0167

.0150

.0108

* GO13

.0093

.0186

♦0176
.0247

.0117

.0138

R.M.S. difference .014

Boon difference .013

2. .Differential

.0358

.0488

.0332
•0400

.0210

♦0222

.0228

.0221

.0540

.0303

.0378

.0470

.0361

.0300

.0221

.0250

.0055
•0148

.0280

.0680

♦0339

.035

.032

3. Ultfftrqnl^

S5S
.0172

.0366

.0398
•Q2tt6

.0106

.0145

.0197

.0260

♦0579

.0253
•0260

.0186

.0215

.0162

.0259

.0157

.0135

.0098

.0040

.0571

.0395

.031

.025
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shift, 0.0245 3, was greater then that due to a single difference Feuriej

The h.h'.w. differs.-c® between the two nets of "final" coordinates

is 0.031 3 which my be oompared with the redid standard deviation

0.014 3 calculated from Cruicfcaharik*® formula. The ratio of these in

2. £1«1 indicating that, according t>° accepted utatxatied criteria, the

two sets of coordinate* are significantly different to about the a&ae

decree as was found for 1.2. oyoiopentencphenanthreiie.

Before the possibility of the difference# being' significant is

allowed, it is necessary to examine the basis of Cruiekshsnk'g formula#

Ho fault has bv en found with the aathaoatleal treatment. Two symbols

only in the formula require interpretation. The quantity A^ was
evaluated from the calculated atomic profile rather than graphically

since the latter would involve averaging over ell the Fourier p# -Joe, a

process which hod in effect been carried cut previously when an overall

temperature factor correction was applied to the bows. The calculated

profile wee erived directly from the corrected scattering curve and

so was the boot average available.

A? was eouatod a Imply to the difference 7 - P and Cruickshanh* 0 0

rejected the idea that error® in the estimation of intensities should

bo used to get an approximate value for each fAP |. It is clear that

a value of. <?, the standard deviation, obtained from A? 'a estimated as

errors in the observed data alone v>ould be independent of the state of

refinement of the structure and. might be tin: en as the lowest value
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attainable, the reliability index then being sere. irrore of this

kind will have a considerable effect on the aocur&ey of coordinates at

all stags* of refinement since for individual F measurements they may

be as largo m 10$, while errors of $3>, due to extinction* in some low

augi* reflexions ere not unknown. ffaa latter are mors tree table than

the former since their signs are known ark their existence caay be

suspected front the occurrence of excessively large values of A?.

If the true, but unknown, value of the structure factor is FT two
relations may be written,

f - f » a r„0 0 1

JL - f m AF^T o 2

whence the true F, which should appear in the ?©rrul& for <r , becomes

A F m F_ •» P » Ae\ 4 AF.
TO < «

4
.#

* *
-H

i*

- Mlh2 Apz?
• M| k[Al^ . aAFgAT, ♦ Ajf]}n

Asking the intuitive assumption that ' AFgAP^ is efsell compared to
the remainder of the expression, we have the recult

ff m (fl^ 4 0^
where ©b is the standard deviation calculated withAl* * F - F and

i oo

<?2 is that which could be obtained from a consideration of the random
errors of »>*&6ur«at6Rt of the structure factors. If these errors are

not random the assumption that ^ h' AVf A ie email is invalid so
-H *
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overlapping of adjacent atoms, It will be worthwhile to apply

systematic masking corrections while ignoring the interaction of peaks

further away than about 1*3 &* The ©peed of refinewi^t may then

compare favourably with or surpass that ef the difference ?curler

(e*e» see Action 111 (iv)).

When all the available data hno been put into the I' Couriero

and the beat coordinates extracted, the refinement must proceed by

means of difference syntheses since, m boa nppearedf the series

termination corrections do net previh short cut to the same

coordinates. Improvement of the reliability index is still possible

in this tray after the f Fourier has ceased to bo of use, and as the

reliability Index is the only currently available criterion of the

worth of a structure, the coordinates which give the beat value muet

be accepted.

It may be noted that this argument i» not strictly applicable to

a ncn ©eatrosywaetrie projection, since phase change® will take place

and will pxecursably improve the Fourier ©ynthsals an lore as refinement

is continued. It eeems unlikely, however, that this approach will be

as profitable a© refinement by difference synthesis*



a

Fig. 21

Showi©£ the relation between peak to trough distance (2e)
~n£ positional error of ocordlaate (2a) in a difference
Fourier (p • 5*0)•
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mmu,;

l%o coiisi'eratiojis limit the us® of the difference Focrior in

structure re?indent* :rhe first 1» the alow or aero rat© of refinement

when tie atomic coordinates are placed too far fro® tkeir true positions#

The second is tit® disturbing effect on any coordinate shift, taken from

a difference asp, of the errors in placing otter nearby atome# Lowe

of these effects are diccucaed -sad. an. eotim: te of the resolving poseur

of the method is attempted#
2

Supposing an ateale profile to be given by f>r « Aexp -p{r » a)

(35 )» the atom being centred at r * a, *e may represent the result of

computing a aifferer.ee Fourier for am at<m by subtracting from this

an atom pr1 * Aexp -p(r * a) , the position r * «*» beire the assumed

position and r » *a the true peaition of the atom. The required shift

1» then Ar » 2a# fh© resultant electron density is
2 2

Ap m pr - pr* * A exp ~p<r - a) - exp -p(r ♦ a )

Differentiating

» 2pA (r + s}exp ~p(r + a)2 - (r * a) exp -p(r - a)2
p has maximum or minimum at r * A a where

ft Z nft • exp(-»4p©&)

The function a agsinct a is plotted in fig* 23» for p » 5#0 as found for

1 • 2#cyclopezitenophennnthxene# The value Of at r • -a is given by



Fig. 2A

Plot Of 2>m [• ^ * Bg/A*, *§al»t A»«
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0.64 t along the line of the required shift* X'ke effect of these

peak® "»ili he noticeable a further O.32 t beyond their maxim ©o that

spurious shift© may be indicated to other atom within a distance of

about 0.7 $ in either direction. Hut saoxitau© poaeible value of thia

shift is equal to the shift applied to the original atom ami is

opposite in direction to it.

With two atom close enough to be unresolved in Fourier projection

it ie likely that the principal corrections required will be along the

line of centres, the centre of gravity regaining stationary unless the

peak position has been Inoorr ctly located. Lateral shift© my be

required if the line of centres :.©» not been accurately placed or if

aeries termination effects froza nearby atoms are appreciable* Since

the resolving porer of the F Fourier synthesis ie about 0*7 % for

CuSa radiation, it might appear at first sight that the use of the

difference Fourier brings no iisprovebsent in resolution. However, it is

poeeible to analyse a double Fourier peak to give moderately accurate

coordinates (Appendix 12(a)), fro® which refinement can proceed in

not too large steps once it is realised that more than one Interpretation

of the relevant portion© of the difference map may be possible. ?ku»

if the gradient© at the two assumed positions are equal and opposite it

may mean that the two are to be moved towards or amy from the centre

by equal amounts| alternatively that the wrong placing of one atom is

producing: its osximu® spurious effect while the other is correctly
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placed. A continuous varitition between these extremes in possible.

It may then be poeuible to select the correct -hifts by locating the

troughs or peaks corresponding to the peak or trough between the atoms.

If the shifts indicated are In the ease direction it say be impossible

to distinguish between the oast where two equal shifts are required

and that which calls for a large an-: a small or aero shift. An

average shift may then be taken as applying to the centre of gravity

of the pair. If this is placed correctly the next cycle of refinement

will indicate equal and opposite shifts.

If one atom requires a lateral shift relative to the line of

centres, * lateral shift in the other atom is indicated, the gradient

being given by
2 2

1 » 4spA excp ~p(d ♦ 4a )

where d is the separation of the atoms and 2a is the original shift.

The ratio of spurious to original gradient is then

*§- • exp(-pd2)
a

and the indicated shift ie 2a axp(~pd2). The ratio is lose than

0.1 for d greater than 0*7 5t, but at d m 0.3 $ it is 0.64 which is by

no means negligible*

This calculation saay have its use If the principal ridge line

ha® been Eieorient&ted as may happen when the atom® are almost on top

of one another. The calculated separation is also likely to be in

error (Appendix 11(a)), but this can be dealt with separately* The
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tarill 2prt tanh 2apr « tanh 2apt

or cinoii the ar^wente are ©till small

r • * 0-32 I for p • 5,0

Th® coratancy of r{ * 0) suggests that it might be poeslbl®

to detect aa incorroot . cale facter by the departure of Ap fTOM sero

at this disrtanoei sloe that this figure eight be used to obtain a

Riore accurst© value of Ap at r * 0- We swy calculate Apft fear
varicu© assumed and true separation® of noting* that the©®

quant it iee are given by 2(t • a) and 2(t «■ a) respectively, Thus

i AS

^pfiratlon Jruo, ftfflfffQftlop Ap
<mSW

0.06 8 0.14 t *
.

01

0,16 0.24 ** 0.6

0.36 0*44 - 1.2

In each case & shift of 0,04 $ to both atoms Is postulated. If the

true an assumed eeparatlene are interchanged A is of course

positive.

The value of Ap which i» detectable and measurable witho

certainty will naturally vary with the circumstance®, Assuming a

EilnlKura detectable value for Ap^ of 0.6 «r2 we psay calculate th®
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true separation if aero separation h»« boon auauiaeu. ffcen a « t and

292 a2 * 0.6

»*♦ a m 0.049 $
and the true separation ia G.lGO £ •

the reduction of |Apo to 0.3 ©£"*2 given a separation of
0.128 %* This figure then corresponds to the atialmn separation*

dietinguiefaable frot!» sero in the two oaaes, i.e. the resolving power

of the difference Fourier. If we regard I^P0llt,in ^ the smallest
change in A p to be regarded a® aig&ifleant, we stay writ©

leeolvlng po?=er * ^2 ^o^inj
where j Ap^| io given by the formula

"I i
'a(,oldin - <25)

0

where u(p) ie the standard deviation of the electron density in the

Fourier and A i» the area of the unit cell pre ^action. Theoo

iatei rotation ofA? is subject to the ooaeidereticne outlined in

hootion V*

The value of o(p) for i. 2» cyolopentenophenaiithrene (hOl) aone was

calculated frota AF <* - ?o to bo 0.225 e£ 2. S&ltiplyint ^(p) b;
/2 &s it Oeution V, we obtain O.JlS e£"*2 and

I ^o^sin m

ao that hesclving power » 0.20 S,

Although the figure for|Ap0| nij, eeessa rather high and. may in
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fact refer to the significance of differences cf electron density in

different parts of the ceil int..ex then to differences over a range of

tw or time not point®, th© value of the resolving power calculated

free it is yichably a reasonable approximation to the truth*

A practical evaluation of the resolving power (tight he attempted

uein, a hypothetical structure* This would seem err.inentiy desirable

were it not for the increasing: tendency to complete structure refinements

using full three-diieensional diffraction date and electronic computation*

?he problem of overlapping is then non existent a® far &a light atoms

re concerned*
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mmm u
letermfnation of /'overlay Peaks

(&> Analytical resolution of double peaks

The electron density on the long &xia of the double peek sraqr

be represented as the euro of two atomic profiles with centres at

r * - & thus

Pr * A exp -p(r - a) ♦ A axp ~p(r + a)41
so that at r » 0 the peak height is give by

P0 * 2A oxp(-pa2}
whiah gives the value of the half distance between the atom

. - ftHS*
An average value of A, the height of & single peak rosy be taken from

well resolved atoms in the same Fourier projection or from the

rippled ntonie profile as in ..eotion V. The fewer is the least time

consuming. The value of A/P0 Is not quite independent of scale factor
since F(000) suet be subtracted fro® each before a change of &oaie is

made* The value of k taken from the Fourier tsap boeoKses critical

when £ is very snail. In particular, the mm peak height may be

overestimated bus to making between atone, though this may be

allowed for if recognised* The effect is to increase the calculated

value of &• An error of % in A in these circumstances will produce
an error of 0.2 $ in the calculated separation. At the other extreme

when the atom are approaching resolution the error is only on© tenth
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of this for the same error in A.

(b) Location of mxim.

It in ct .i!5©n practice to fit th© figure field surround ittg a

Fourier peak to a aeries of parabolas, so finding the electron density

innxima along a r&uuber of net linen. fbe peak, in taken a® the

intersection of the 'ridge lines' drawn smoothly through the w&xiim

of parallel net lines (Boots (19), Burns and Ibftll (22) )♦ The

calculation of the peak aa the mxlam of a % urabollc surface Lse been

given by Ladol and Zotz (33) and Burns (34).

The mmussption of an exponential form for th© Fourier peak oomm

to offer torn saving in drawls, ticw over th® former irsethed and in ease

of calculation over the latter. Perhaps not a very strong argument in

its favour is the desire for consistency with the previously assusod

fom of the poak.

Two resthod® of arriving" at the peak, position are available.

The results will be seen to bo identical.

Bethod 1

Let the electron densities at the net points 1, 2, 3 be given by

P0 * A exp -pr02
Pj * A mxp ~p(ro - r)2
P2 - A eip ~p(r0 - 2)2

where A * pffax « P(r0) and p • constant
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Hmhs p.
* «xp rp(1 • 2r )

po * 0/

*1
hia beoonee identical with the fores.:la far given by Booth (19) If

(lnp » 1«P0) le replaced by (p -» p )• The nee of lnp in place of p
Is wentionod by Burn® (3) but the reason for doing zo is not given*

Jonsi&ax & lattice with constants mt b olid Y and electron densities

p f» . etc* as shorn.' OO * 01
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bet the peaks have coordinates (ax, by) where 0 x,y 2*

Isfint ax* » ax - by cos Y*
by* « by ~ ax oos T*

fhat is ax* and b * era ike distanoea froa the origin of the feet of

the perpendiculars froc. (ax, by) on to the respective axes.

Th®B P00 * A OXp -p(aV 4 b2y2 - 2abxy cos Y*)
Po1 » A exp «p(a2x2 + b2[y *l]2* 2»bx [y » 1] oos Y*)

a A A ^

Po2 m a exp -?(a x4 ♦ b [y - 2] - 2abx [y • a] cos j )

r&iasimtiag A

a^ « la-^- » *p [b2(1 » 2y) 4 2abx oos ■t*]Zs
* -pa4{1 - 2ae*)

00
2,

• 1> . -p[4b2(1 - y) 4 4abx cos 1*]®o2 * * oo
. 4pb2(1 - y')

hliadnating p

. 4»vi - >
4®o1 £ao2

Sepoatiag the analysis for P1o P1} Pt2 and P2Q p2i P22, two further
expressions for y* are obtained

7< . /,a1» " *12 . A
4*t1 " 2"l2

oos

and3 V* m ^ «

^*21 ~ 2*22 ~ 2 t 008 *"
Similar expressions any be obtaiia>d for x' and the coordinates (x» y)

fro© the relations

m &L*
sia2 Y*

« . t faf.V 00 «P ,?*
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V . t «■ w. *
a in Y*

These equations ore sufficient to determine the peak positions without

recourse to drawing.

hxminits£ the three expressions for y* it my fee seen that e.g.

j,e the value y0 previously Obtained for the peak

oocrdinate along the net line x m 0 and sisailarly for y^ and yg on the
net lines 2 • 1 and 2 » 2 so that the expressions becoae

*• * y0

y* » y, - ^ 00s v*
7' -

In other words, the ridge line la a line of constant y% that is a line

perpendicular to the y axis. A little consideration rend era this

conclusion obvious, although it does not sec© to have been explicitly

stated elsewhere.

For the particular case of an orthogonal lattice the relations

reduce to

j • y' » yQ » y1 » y2
It is mm evident that the graphical and analytical methods are

entirely equivalent. The only difference likely to be encounted in

practice wight arise frota the aethod of taking the average of x* and y*

if as cometiu-ee happens there are snail variations frota one net line to

another.
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A study of a number of peaks in the orthogonal (Okl) projection

of SO.msthyloholantiironB (Section V) confirmed this conclusion to a

vary good degree of accuracy. Values of yQ y? agreeing to 0.005 t
or better, vera coir;on. These peaks were well resolved and shapely.

Any offoots of making or of asymmetric vibration would presumably

show up either in the curvature of the ridge lines or their inclination

to the net lima or in the different values cf p which are calculable
2

for the profile A ©xp(-pr ) for tho two axial directions.

iome peek positions calculated for 20.- ethylcholeatbrene using

the exponential an. the parabolic form are shown below.

Atm Coord rcnentl&l Parabolic
1 ^the

mimm, (?-i

¥ y 28.368 28.273 .0090

s 11.439 11.441 .00042

Q y 35.210 35.302 .0007

s 30.223 30.192 .OO65

3 y 56.682 56.83c .0049

2 9.131 9.117 .0029

The figures would eeem to indicate that the saeumption of

exponential or parabolic form for the peak is a matter for personal

choice. This is ee, provided that the coordinates are not accepted

a® final or subjected only to making and oerioa torminatier
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corrections. ClearV suck correctlone would do nothing to remove

inacouraoiee in tee peak deterudnation*

It 1b e\ident that If the uneertainti©» of the peak positions

are too great to he acceptable, the way to correct for the© is by aware

of a difference hourion, It is shown In Section ¥ that even when the

peek positions are apparently determinable with great accuracy and

©asking and series terr-ir^tior. corrections applied, a difference

Fourier will jtroduot shifts of coordinates greater than the assumed

uncertainties and a oo? respond i«g improvement in reliability. For

this reason if eee&e pointless to search for greater accuracy in peek

determination, but since the accuracy at present obtainable is very

useful m & starting: point it is worth a little effort to obtain the

beet possible coordinates systematically rather than by visual

estieatien only.
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A & iistat m&mlm, oeptyf

In the structure analysis of condensed ring compounds the

orientation of the moleoule is often easier to determine than its

precise position in the cell. Some methods of fixing orientation

have "been indicated in Section III (ii) and (iii). Trouble may be

experienced if an axial projection is vary confused or if molecular

positions are not obviously limited by packing considerations.

<l»en the position is not immediately clear, it is helpful to

calculate structure factors systematically, varying on© set of

coordinates only. If sufficient reflexions with two indices aero are

available or if one set of coordinates i© already known, this can

easily be done. It is common to plot these values of the structure

factors against the position of the molecular centre and to find the

position at which observed and calculated factors show the greatest

measure of agreement. This position is not always easy to spot.

The innovation suggested here is to plot the values <* hi - lFofl-
a function which is sero at or close to the required position.

With a number of such curves plotted the true position of the centre

should be obvious at once. In any case, not more than two positions

should need investigation. hmall errors in coordinates relative to

the centre, due to the idealisation of the molecule, appear to have

comparatively little effect on the shape of the curves.
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2Lowingthe▼axi&tioaofncmstructurefactorswith Hi—111ofthemolecularmodelparalleltcthe£axle (1*2.Cvclopentenophewuithrenej.
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This method v&& used to fix the y coordinate of the centre of

I • 2.ayolopeRtonopheaar,throne* Pig* 25 shows the variation of five

structure fee icrs along the b, axis for the [00l] projection. The
oeiitro is at -O.OO65 Ja which compares vary favourably with the value

-0*00% taken from the refined 7 coordinates. The difference in t
is O.OGJ. The fact that the curves all rose elightl^ below the axis

suggest* the pce~ibiiity of an incorrect scale factor. Its

magnitude could not bo estimated from this graph but a plot of the

function 1^1* lyQl suggested a value of 20$W An increase tsf this
PTi

order in the magnitude of the observed structure factor® vm noticed

independently during later refinement* The plot of the latter

function is of less value in fixing the position of" the molecule since

curves corresponding to scall or sere values of F are intractable*

The curvets of Jjpft | - |F^|J for snaili or aero, on the other hand, are
easily dealt with and my be of value*

The curves in. Pig. 25 were drawn when the x coordinates of the

atoms wore already well refined* However, it can be seen that the

evidence from the (1,3,°) and (2,3,0) planes merely confines the

position suggested by the (OkO) planus. The latter are almost

sufficient in themselves and with more than three axial reflexions

available the position of the molecule mat bo determinable

unequivocally and with fair accuracy*
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The calculation of the necessary structure factors w&s

occc '.3*rably simplified by the us® of the Bragg structure factor

b«uar,e© (section II}• The constant factors cob 2* hx were sat up
ft

on ths centre scales axri the valuoa of ^ for on arbitrary position
of the selsoula wars set up on the rim iuoolee* It was then pose ibis

to calculate the structure factor with the uolecule moved a distance

Ay parallel to b, by altering the settings of the rim scales b; an

amount . tut ooaplat. calculation for ooch atructuro factor

curve then tcoh only a few aimtea.
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